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ABSTRACT

The Flexible Manufacturing Cell (FMC) represents an important and widely utilized

constituent of hierarchically structured automated manufacturing systems. The control of

FMCs is therefore of great importance in automated manufacturing. However, there are

few tools and methodologies available for specifying and developing the control logic.

The few tools that do exist have proven to be impractical due to their requirements for

compatibility by the constituent equipment. Therefore, this research focuses on the

development of a solution to the control of FMCs through the development of a

programming language that provides a methodology and capabilities for developing the

supervisory control applications.  Accordingly, a programming language was developed

in which the control logic is specified in modules, each of which control an equipment or

resource in the cell. These modules interact with each other according to well defined

models of interaction to achieve the control. The language provides features to enable

this modularity and the interaction between the modules. The process plan of the parts

that are produced in the cell drive the control logic and are also the means of

communication between the modules.  Additionally, several features required for control

such as the detection of deadlocks, part information and so on are also developed. In

the proposed language, the communication problem is separated from the logic

specification.  Guidelines and requirements are developed for a language

implementation system that will enable the communication with the cell devices and that

works with the language structure.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

The development of control software for the control of flexible manufacturing systems

has long been a bottleneck in their implementation.  The difficulty in developing control

software is due to the demanding nature of the control environment as well as due to the

incompatibility and myriad standards of the controlled equipment as described below:

� The automated manufacturing environment consists of distributed intelligent devices

operating concurrently and interacting in real time.  Therefore, it is a discrete event

dynamic system characterized by a high degree of concurrency, distributed

intelligence and real-time requirements.

� The control tasks are inherently complex, involving the processing, storage, and

transport of material, tool and part program management, recovery from faults and

deadlocks, and sensory feedback.

� A heterogeneous set of components from different vendors is to be integrated into a

functionally homogeneous system.  This task is complicated by the use of proprietary

communication protocols, which result in closed architectures, and which require

special interfaces for communication.

The development of control software is usually performed in an ad-hoc, application

specific manner.  This results in expensive software with long development times, that

lacks portability, clear documentation and is inflexible. Therefore there exists a need for

improvement of control software with respect to 1) providing better algorithms for control,

2) increasing the speed and reliability of software development, and 3) improving

software quality [30].

The objective of this research is to investigate the use of a generic software

language akin to a robot programming language for developing the control software at

the level of the flexible manufacturing cell.  Such a language would provide a structure,

constructs, and functions suited for manufacturing control.  This results in several

advantages with respect to the speed and ease of software development, its modifiability

and maintainability, and its cost.  Software quality can also be improved by enabling the

developer to focus on the tasks to be performed rather than on the way in which they are

performed.
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1.1     The Flexible Manufacturing Cell
The Flexible Manufacturing Cell (FMC) represents an important and widely utilized

control decomposition of hierarchically structured manufacturing systems. A FMC

usually consists of a few material processing, assembly, or inspection devices serviced

by an automated material handling system.  Intelligent devices like Programmable Logic

Controllers (PLCs), sensors and actuators may also be integrated into the system. A

computer is often used to control and coordinate the activities in the cell and to interface

with the rest of the facility. The chief motivating factors for the wide use of FMCs in

modern manufacturing systems are:

� the utilization of group technology techniques which involve the processing of parts

with similar form features or processing requirements in a dedicated cell,

� the decomposition of the complex task of control of an automated manufacturing

facility into manageable units.

1.2     Functionality of a cell controller
A digital computer is usually utilized for planning and controlling the activities of a

FMC. The computer also provides the means to interface and integrate the cell with the

rest of the manufacturing facility. The important functions of such a cell controller are

described below.

Planning and scheduling: The planning function of the cell controller is broadly

concerned with the determination of the batch sizes, the allocation of tooling and

machine resources, and the selection of the operation sequence for a particular batch.

This is performed upon receiving the order and the associated time constraints from the

higher level controller.  The criteria to be considered include 1) machine load balance, 2)

resource utilization, and 3) resource contention [30]. The scheduling function is often

performed after planning. It is mainly concerned with 'what is to be done next' in order to

complete work on a particular batch without excessive earliness or tardiness with

respect to the due date. Once the production plans are in place, the scheduling tasks

involve the releasing of parts into the cell and processing them according to the process

plans. In automated manufacturing systems, the planning and scheduling activities are

often performed in real-time for maximum flexibility.
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Supervisory control: Supervisory control represents the set of actions for the actual

control of the cell devices. The tasks of  supervisory control can be stated as follows [6]:

�  monitoring of the system behavior via sensory and device feedback,

� control evaluation i.e. choosing an appropriate control action depending upon the

system state, and

� control enforcement via the sending of control commands or the downloading and

execution of control programs.

Other tasks of supervisory control include the management of data, tools, and

fixtures. Data in the cell controller includes part programs, tooling information, equipment

maintenance information, and statistics of the cell performance. Data management is the

use, manipulation, and modification of this data.  Tool and fixture management involves

ensuring the availability of tools and fixtures and keeping track of their lives, etc.  Data

along with tools and fixtures are available resources whose management is essential for

the performing of the controller tasks.

Interface with entities outside the cell: The cell controller has to communicate with the

higher level controller and to human supervisors.  Communication with an external

controller involves the receipt of orders, reporting of cell status, maintenance and repair

requests, error recovery procedures, and coordination with other cells.  Communication

with the human supervisor is concerned with scheduled maintenance, deadlock

resolution, and error recovery procedures.

1.3     Problem statement
The task of developing control software for control at all levels of automated

manufacturing is indeed a challenging task.  The development of control software is

often performed in an application specific manner by people other than those

responsible for operating and maintaining the system.  The drawbacks of such an

approach are well documented [27, 30] and can be summarized as follows:

� The development of software is expensive and time consuming and requires external

specialists.

� The software is application specific and is difficult to modify or extend when changes

take place in the cell.
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� Poor reporting and documentation make software maintenance a difficult task.

� The software does not enable the entire flexibility that can be achieved in the cell,

thereby preventing the full realization of the benefits that flexibility offers.

� The software is often constructed for the particular set of machines used in the cell and

is not portable for use in other cells, which are similarly structured, but with different

equipment.

� It is difficult to integrate the cell into the overall factory structure in accordance with the

principles of computer integrated manufacturing.

Several approaches have been proposed for developing control software for the

FMC. Object Oriented software development [32, 35, 41] is the most important approach

and involves the development of the control software in objects that are software

analogues of the real world objects. The drawback of this approach is that the cell

operator has to work with the functionality available in the developed solution, and any

changes and enhancements would require external support. Another approach is the

automated software generation approach which involves the generation of control code

by the parsing of formal models of system behavior. This method has its origins in

compiler theory.  However interest in this approach seems mostly to be in academia with

few real world implementations.

A third approach to control development is the use of a generic software language

specially constructed for the purpose of cell control.  Such a language would have a

structure and constructs suited for cell control and most of the tasks involved in control

would be provided as a library of functions.  This enables the designer to focus on 'what

is to be done' rather than 'how it is to be done' and would be simple enough to be used

by manufacturing engineers without the necessity of external specialists.  The control

code would be easy to modify and maintain and the problem of heterogeneous

equipment can be resolved by customizing a communications front end.  Using the

language, it is also possible to provide a uniform interface for communication with

external entities.

Generic manufacturing languages have particular significance in the hierarchical

structure popular in automated manufacturing systems.  A justification for generic

languages has been given by Simpson et al. [44], one of the early proponents of the
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hierarchical architecture.  They state "At each level in the behavioral hierarchy, the string

of commands make up a program.  This architecture implies that there is a programming

language unique to each level of  a hierarchical control system, and that the procedures

executed by the computing modules at each level are written in a language unique to

that level".

There has been relatively little research interest in generic manufacturing languages

and the few instances reported are presented in the next chapter. However, because of

the promise of generic manufacturing languages, it is proposed to study the functionality

and requirements of such a language for cell level control, and then to develop its

structure and specifications.

In the present research, the planning and scheduling functions of the cell controller

are not considered in the language, but facilities will be provided to integrate the

application programs performing these functions into cell control. This is justifiable as

planning and scheduling are highly specialized functions and there are several vendors

selling the application programs.  Also the way these functions are performed (e.g., real-

time vs. off-line) could vary from implementation to implementation.  Therefore, the

present research will concentrate primarily on a language for programming the

supervisory control and communications.

1.4     Research objectives
The difficulties involved in the real-time control of distributed intelligent devices

employing diverse communication protocols are felt at their keenest in supervisory

control.  Therefore the primary objective of the this work is to investigate and develop the

structure and features of  a language for programming the supervisory control and

external communications functions of the cell controller.

To investigate the development of a control language, it is necessary to understand

the nature of cell control i.e. the tasks performed and the control environment.  Therefore

a secondary objective of this work is to determine the functionality and characteristics of

cell controllers by a study of academic and industrial sources.
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After determining the functionality, and requirements of cell controllers, a structure

for the language is developed that satisfies these requirements. The specific language

features that enable the implementation of this structure and functionality are specified.

Solutions to the problem of communicating with heterogeneous equipment which are

necessary for the language to be effective are also presented.

After the specification, the fitness of the language as a solution to the problem of cell

control is evaluated, and compared with other approaches to cell control. Finally, the

implementation of the language is investigated in the context of parallel and

multiprocessing software technology.
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2.  LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review for the current research was performed with the objective of

understanding the nature of cell control, and reviewing previous research efforts towards

modeling techniques, control development, and generic languages. It was also of

interest to study software technologies that would enable the implementation of the

proposed language. Section 2.1 gives an overview of the characteristics of the

equipment and communication networks in FMS.  Section 2.2 is a survey of the different

control architectures and their comparison. Section 2.3 is concerned with the previous

approaches to control software development.  Sections 2.4 and 2.5 review previous

efforts at providing a uniform approach to cell control development, specifically, the MMS

and generic languages respectively. Finally, Section 2.6 presents a review of software

technologies that might guide the implementation of a generic language.

2.1     Characterization of equipment and communication networks in FMS
In order to develop control programs for cell control, it is important to understand the

characteristics of the equipment being controlled as well as the communication networks

that enable information transfer.  Brandin [7] gives a concise description of the elements

of automated manufacturing systems.  He classified these elements as 1) machining,

assembly and transportation devices, 2) sensors and communication devices, and 3)

data storage and control systems.  The first category includes the Numerically

Controlled/Computer Numerically Controlled (NC / CNC) machine tools, material

transport and assembly robots, and intelligent material handling devices like Automated

Guided Vehicles (AGVs).  The second class of devices include sensory devices like bar

code readers and vision systems and communication networks.  The third category

include the control devices like Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) and control

computers.

Decotignie and Gregoire [16] discuss the integration of a numerical controller

associated with a NC / CNC machine into the FMS.  They describe the traditional

capabilities of numerical controllers and propose several additional capabilities to

facilitate a greater level of integration.  Specifically, they identify tool and part
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management, tool and part measurement, operation monitoring and statistics gathering,

manufacturing operation synchronization and job management as the capabilities

necessary for a fully remote operation of the machine tool.

An excellent account of the description of the capabilities of a popular robotic system

is given in [25].  Reference [40] describes the control, and communication capabilities of

a typical industrial PLC.

Yeomans et al. [57] provide an informative summary of communication networks in

manufacturing.  They discuss network architectures as well as the hardware

components and their capabilities and drawbacks.  The Manufacturing Automation

Protocol (MAP) is a communication protocol specifically designed for use in a

manufacturing environment.  Fisher [20] and Bader [2] provide a basic introductory

description of MAP.  A formal specification of MAP and an analysis of its real-time

capabilities is presented by Garcia and Vinyes [21].  Carter [9] compares MAP and the

ethernet protocol for networking PLCs on the shopfloor. MAP based Local Area

Networks (LANs) are described as having a greater flexibility with regard to transmission

of multiple signals and usage of elegant transmission mechanisms.  This is compared

against the high throughput but uncertain waiting times of ethernet based LANs.

Yeoman's et al. [57] also provide an excellent overview of the processing and data

storage devices used in the manufacturing area.  They classify these devices according

to their architecture and discuss their characteristics.  A description of the software for

these devices is also provided.

Joshi and Smith [28] provide a characterization of manufacturing controllers with

respect to hardware, processor capabilities, memory capabilities, response times,

networking capabilities, and software.

2.2     Control architectures
As the complexity and level of automation of modern manufacturing systems

increases, the need to reliably and efficiently process large quantities of information

along with real-time decision making capabilities of the control elements also increases.
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Therefore, the evaluation and selection of control architectures represents an important

step in the design of automated manufacturing systems.

Dilts et al. [17] state that the control system embodies many decision making

responsibilities and it is the function on the control architecture to allocate these decision

making responsibilities to specific control components. They identify and trace the

evolution of the four basic forms of control architectures: 1) centralized form, 2) proper

hierarchical form, 3) modified hierarchical form, and 4) heterarchical form.  The demands

of reliability / fault tolerance, modifiability / extensibility and reconfigurability / adaptability

on the control architectures are discussed.

The centralized architecture is characterized by a large computer that performs all

planning and information processing functions and maintains global databases to record

the activities of the whole cellular system.  Centralized architecture applied to the entire

manufacturing facility is all but obsolete because of the problems of reliability (because

of the dependence on a single computer) and the inefficiency and size of global

databases.  However, the manufacturing cells of the hierarchical architecture use the

centralized form internally [26].

The hierarchical control form is epitomized by the Automated Manufacturing

Research Facility of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).  The

seminal work in the specification of the hierarchical structure is by Jones and McLean

[26].  They specify a strict five level control hierarchy in which the controller at each level

communicates only with those above and below it but not with its peers.  Control and

command input flows down the hierarchy while status and sensory feedback moves up

the hierarchy. The five control levels of the hierarchy are:

Facility level: At this level global goals and long range strategies are formulated that

commit the entire hierarchy to an unified course of action which would result in the

selected goal(s) to be achieved [44].  This level performs the planning, production

management, information management, and other front office functions.

Shop level: The shop level manages the coordination of resources and jobs on the shop

floor.  The tasks performed at this level include the grouping of jobs into batches, and

planning the flow of batches through the cells.  An important shop level function is the
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formation of virtual cells from the set of workstations on the shop floor and assigning

resources to those cells.

Cell level: The cell level control is concerned with the planning and sequencing of jobs in

the cell.  The cell also manages the resources such as tooling and part programs in the

cell, and controls the material handling between, and processing on, the work stations.

Workstation level: The workstation typically consists of a machine tool serviced by a

robot, a material storage buffer, and a control computer.  The job of the computer is to

sequence the processing tasks.

Equipment level: The equipment level control is performed by the equipment controller

and the functions include machine control and sensory monitoring. Other examples of

hierarchical architecture include those proposed by Simpson et al. [44], Biemans and

Vissers [3], Skevington and Hsu [45].

The modified hierarchical form shares many of the characteristics of the proper

hierarchical form such as the concept of levels of control with established supervisor /

subordinate relationships.  However the modified form allows significant autonomy to the

subordinates, and also peer to peer communication between the entities at the same

level is allowed [18].  This results in a controller that is more of an intelligent assistant

than a slave.  Advances in LAN technology and the availability of inexpensive computing

power have made this possible.  Greater intelligence in the subordinates and interaction

between them implies the need for more detailed databases, and the availability of state

information to the peer subordinates.

Heterarchical control architectures are comprised of distributed, locally autonomous

control entities that communicate with other entities without the master/slave relations

typical of hierarchical architecture.  The major advantage of the hierarchical architecture

is that the use of highly modular systems with local control and databases is the ideal for

both convenient development as well as for achieving fault tolerance.  One of the chief

proponents of the hierarchical architecture are Duffie et al. [18] who have developed and

implemented a control system employing this architecture.  In their system physical

entities like parts, machines, robots etc. along with databases are modeled as control

entities. Each of these entities has a communications part for exchanging messages with

other entities and a control part for deciding upon, and enforcing control actions. Control

is achieved by messages between entities, and through the use of reservation
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transactions for accessing the resources of other entities.  They have presented several

design rules for constructing these entities as:

� entities should possess the highest achievable level of local autonomy,

� master/slave relationships should not exist between entities,

� entities should cooperate with other entities whenever possible,

� entities should assume that other entities will not cooperate with them,

� entities should delay establishing relationships for as long as possible, and

� entities should terminate relationships as soon as possible.

A comparison of the different control architectures is also presented by Dilts et al. [17],

and summarized in Figure 1.

Centralized
Characteristics
� single mainframe computer
� all control decisions made at a

single location
� global database records all

system activities

Proper Hierarchical
Characteristics
� multiple, variety of computers
� rigid master/slave relationships

between decision making levels
� supervisor coordinates all

activities of subordinates
� aggregated databases at each

level

Modified Hierarchical
Characteristics
� multiple, variety of computers
� loose master/slave

relationships between decision
making levels

� supervisor initiates sequence of
activities in subordinates

� subordinates cooperate to
complete sequence

Heterarchical
Characteristics
� multiple, but less variety

computers
� no master/slave relationships
� full local autonomy
� distributed decision making for

activity coordination
� local databases only.

Advantages
� access to global information
� global optimization possible
� single source for system status

information

Advantages
� gradual implementation,

redundancy, reduced software
development problems

� incremental addition of control
possible

� allowance of differing time
scales

� fast response times

Advantages
� all the advantages of proper

hierarchical control
� ability of local systems to have

local autonomy
� ability to off-load some linkage

tasks to local controllers

Advantages
� full local autonomy
� reduced software complexity
� implicit fault-tolerance
� ease of reconfigurability and

adaptability
� faster diffusion of information

Disadvantages
� slow and inconsistent

response speed
� reliance on single control unit
� difficult to modify control

software

Disadvantages
� computational limitations of

local controllers
� increased number of inter-level

communication links
� difficulties with dealing with

dynamic adaptive control
� difficulty of making future

unforeseen modifications

Disadvantages
� most of the disadvantages of

the proper hierarchical form
� connectivity problems
� limitations of low-level

controllers
� increased difficulty of control

system design

Disadvantages
� primarily due to technical limits

of controllers
� no communication standards
� high likelihood of only local

optimization
� requires high network capacity
� lack of availability of software

Figure 1: Comparison of control architectures.
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2.3     Approaches to control software development
The importance of cell control has prompted a strong research effort in the area of

cell control software.  Davis [15] identified three important methods for software

development as 1) writing software in reusable modules, 2) developing an application

software environment which facilitates the generation of application specific systems,

and 3) developing generic software systems capable of controlling a wide variety of

FMSs.  The first method corresponds to the object oriented software development

methods while the second one dictates the development of a programming

language/environment.  The third method which involves the construction of an all

encompassing cell controller is not practical because of the wide variety of controllers in

existence.  In addition to the above, several researchers have pursued the automatic

generation of control software from formal system control models.

The process of ad-hoc software development and its drawbacks have been

discussed previously.  The generic languages for cell control are discussed in a

subsequent section.

The object oriented methodology has been a popular approach to the development

of control software.  The work of Lin et al. [32] is an excellent example of the use of OO

methods for cell control.  They model control situations as a sequence of messages that

are exchanged between the objects that represent important devices in the cell.  Their

modeling approach essentially consists of three steps, 1)identify the objects based on an

entity-relationship model,  2) identify the methods needed in each object by analyzing

the message exchanges that take place in response to important events, and 3) analyze

the state changes to further formalize the behavior of individual objects.  Once these

steps are completed, the objects are coded.  Other OO control software reported in

literature include Santamarina et al. [41], and  Mize et al. [35].

Simulation models of manufacturing systems have also been used to develop control

programs.  Macro et al. [33] have developed an OO simulation approach called the

Hierarchical Object Oriented Programmable Logic Simulator (HOOPLS).  They use the

concept of a Basic Fractal Unit (BFU) to model the elements of a FMS namely, parts,

equipment, controllers etc.  The BFU has input and output ports where messages from /

to higher / lower control levels are queued.  Inhibit flags are used to discard particular
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messages in the input queue.  These BFUs can be nested to any degree to obtain a

hierarchical structure of controllers and controlled elements.  A Recursive Object

Oriented Coordination Hierarchy (ROOCH) is used to detail the BFU model above for a

particular system.  In the ROOCH, three nodes namely, transport, processing, and

coordination nodes are identified and structured to model the system.  All control

influence is localized in the coordinating nodes which model the physical controllers, and

communicate with other nodes using a set of messages.  The encapsulation of the

controller logic into individual controller objects, and the message relay enable the logic

to be directly ported over to the control computers.

Bilberg and Alting [4] propose to utilize the main parts of a simulation program as the

kernel for the actual control software (rather than recoding in a general purpose

language).  These parts constitute the brain of the control program which is then

completed by using a signal manager module and a protocol manager module.  The

signal manager transmits commands to shop floor and converts monitoring feedback

into changes in the simulation model. The protocol manager translates the generic

instructions into device specific commands.  This concept has been demonstrated in the

SIMCON project utilizing the ProModel simulation package.

To address the problem of utilizing simulation programs in control, McHaney [34] has

proposed four methods of logic transfer namely, philosophic transfer, pseudocode

transfer, database transfer, and actual code transfer. The four methods can be

performed sequentially with interaction between the parallel efforts in simulation and cell

control.

Smith et al. [46] describe another effort at utilizing simulation models of the system in

the control software. The shop floor controller tasks are separated into execution

functions and decision making functions. The execution functions are concerned with the

actual control tasks and are thus dependent on the equipment. The decision making

functions guide the execution and therefore can utilize the simulation module as its

brain. The SIMAN simulation language was used to model the system, and modifications

were made to this language to enable the simulation to function as a ‘task generator’

where inputs to the simulator are received from the system.  A modeling approach called
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the Message based Part State Graph (MPSG) in which decisions are taken based on the

messages received by the controller was used in the simulation.

Automatic generation of control software by utilizing the system models is another

approach to cell control exemplified by Joshi et al. [27, 28] who have developed a set of

formal grammars to describe the major activities in a FMC. The process of automatic

software generation depends on the equivalence of formal models of the manufacturing

system and the control software.  Each controller (at all levels) is modeled as a layered

parser capable of satisfying the varying levels of command and processing required.

These formal models used to describe the system generate the context free control,

synchronization, and error grammars depending on the system state.  These grammars

are used by the control, synchronization, and error parsers which return the

corresponding actions to be performed on the system.

Krogh et al. [29] have developed another approach for automated control program

generation. In the first step, the state transition models of the system components are

specified in a rule base specification language. In the second step, a Petri net is

extracted from this specification and is stored and analyzed using PN verification

methods.  If it is verified that the process and control logic have been correctly specified,

the Petri net specification is directly coded into a control program in a general purpose

language.

2.4     The Manufacturing Message Specification
The Manufacturing Message Specification is an application layer protocol in the ISO /

OSI reference model for computer communication and is intended to support

communication and inter-working of programmable manufacturing devices [10].  The

prime motivation for studying MMS is that it is an international effort to standardize

machine communication on the shop floor, and to specify services to facilitate control.

An excellent specification of MMS is provided by Valenzano et al. [51].  All

interactions between two MMS entities are based on the client server model.  In the

common manufacturing scenario of several devices controlled by a computer, the

computer can be thought of as the client whose requests are served by the machines

viz. servers.  However, the concept of client and server is not binding, and any entity
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may variably be a client to some entities and a server to others.  The concept of a Virtual

Manufacturing Device (VMD) which has its basis in object oriented programming is used

to model the externally visible behavior of a shopfloor entity.  A VMD is defined by its

executive function which is the true brain of the VMD, servicing requests and sending

feedback and coordinating signals.  A VMD also may have one or several program

invocations which tie together other VMD objects like domains, variables, and

semaphores.

The above reference also gives the companion standards for MMS.  The companion

standards tailor the core MMS for a specific class of devices. Companion standards

have been developed for robots, process control, NC controllers, PLCs, and for

production management applications.

Brill and Gramm [8] and Shanmugam et al. [42] give detailed descriptions of the

MMS.  The latter reference also explores the practical application of MMS in shop floor

control along with its use in languages for control.

Pleinevaux [38] discusses the object oriented basis of the MMS features and

services, and evaluates them with respect to the OO concepts of classes, naming,

inheritance, and structuring.  He states that the limited data containment, and class

inheritance features chosen for MMS may be a disadvantage when coding for

manufacturing devices with multiple embedded levels of  resources.

Several efforts on using MMS for cell control have been reported in literature.  Caven

and Jackman [10] present an icon based graphical construction of control programs

using MMS services.  They have used twelve of the eighty four defined MMS services in

an ethernet based network connecting Macintosh computers which simulate the client

and server entities.  An icon is used to represent each MMS service.  The icon is

constructed in a hierarchical manner with the MMS service as the highest layer and

lower layers simulating the lower stacks of the ISO / OSI model.  Each icon takes a set

of inputs and produces a set of outputs.  These icons are wired together graphically

according to the control action along with a specification of their inputs, to produce the

required control action.
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Wagner and Scogin [53] describe another application of MMS for cell control.  Their

objectives in implementing MMS are to automate the process of selecting and

downloading part programs, to activate the cell, and to add capabilities to the monitoring

of the cell operations.  To this end, they have used an MMS provider in their application

programs.  The MMS provider (in this case a commercial product called MMS-Ease)

provides the functionality of MMS as a library of functions.  These functions were used to

define the VMD for the cell components and the associated domains, along with the

specification of the required control actions.

Laurance [31] has investigated the use of MMS for the remote control of a popular

CNC milling machine with fairly advanced features.  The principal functions of the control

code developed for this objective were 1) the interlock of control functions, 2) the upload

and download of part programs, 3) program selection and execution, 4) single step

operations, and 5) device status reporting and parameter selection.  To provide the

lower level communication functions, a compiler developed at NIST which accepts

messages in the ASN-1 format and generates their binary form suitable for

communication was used.  The same compiler used at both ends also provides the

complementary decoding functions.  The author has shown the capabilities of MMS and

has also identified some of its shortcomings like ambiguous naming constructs and

variable access. MMS although developed for the OSI communication protocol can be

used independent of the network protocols employed as demonstrated in this application

which used the UNIX inter-process communication facilities.

2.5     Previous work on generic languages
Previous efforts towards the development of programming languages for

manufacturing control reported in the literature have been relatively rare.  Most of these

efforts have concentrated on the modification of existing general purpose programming

languages to make them more suitable for manufacturing control tasks.

Volz et al. [52] have investigated the use of the Ada programming language for

control of a robot tended manufacturing cell with an integrated vision system and

interfacing with a CAD database.  Their research addresses the following issues:

� the management of large and complex software systems,

� the efficiency of the code produced for real-time applications,
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� inter-process communication and task synchronization, and

� portability, and program debugging, especially the real-time aspects.

They have demonstrated the advantages that the object orientation and data abstraction

features of Ada provide with respect to the above issues.  The multi-tasking capabilities

of Ada are identified as an important feature that makes it possible to program cell

control in the language.

Sturzenbecker [48] discusses the object-oriented development of distributed control

software using C++ as a base language for FMSs.  In addition to the inherent features of

C++ that support the OO paradigm, he proposes several additional capabilities to make

it suitable for programming distributed systems control.  The concept of Remote

Procedure Call (RPC) has been identified as necessary for controlling distributed

systems.  The author proposes modifications to the C++ language such as dynamic run-

time binding of procedure argument types, and the use of surrogate objects to facilitate

RPCs. These modifications have been demonstrated in a practical application.

One of the few languages specifically developed for manufacturing is the AML/X

language, a product of IBM's Manufacturing Research.  Sturzenbecker [48] discusses

some of the advantages of AML/X such as its flexible binding mechanisms and

exception handling features that make it suitable for manufacturing systems integration

and control.  However, AML/X is an interpreted language rather than a compiled

language which  results in long execution times.  Therefore, AML/X is often used for

simulation purposes rather than for actual control where real-time constraints have to be

satisfied.

2.6     Software technologies for language implementation
Since the control of flexible manufacturing systems involves distributed, concurrent,

and  multi-process environments, a survey of software technologies for such areas was

performed. The main technologies investigated were concurrent and distributed

programming languages, and software architectures and specifications for distributed

computing. These are described below.
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Tanenbaum et al. [50] present a sweeping survey of programming languages for

distributed computing systems. A discussion of distributed systems with examples, and

the chief characteristics that distinguish distributed programming languages from

sequential languages is also presented. This paper then summarizes the capabilities of

numerous distributed programming languages, and discusses their pros and cons with

respect to the characteristics identified previously.

Gehani and Roome [22], the developers of the Concurrent C programming language

discuss in detail the philosophy behind the language and its capabilities. Several short

example program segments are provided along with a discussion of the syntax of some

of the language features. The features of Concurrent C are compared with those of

another popular concurrent programming language, Ada. Gehani et al. [23] compare

Concurrent C and Ada with respect to the facilities that enable the synchronization of

concurrent processes. Several short example programs are also provided to illustrate

this comparison. Gehani [24], in this work, describes the additional features that were

incorporated into Concurrent C to enable the asynchronous communication between the

concurrently executing processes. Finally, a survey of the currently popular distributed

computing architectures viz. CORBA and DCOM was performed by consulting their

programming guides[43, 37].
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3.  METHODOLOGY

The development of control software remains an impediment to a more widespread

and effective implementation of automated manufacturing systems. Because of the

importance of the Flexible Manufacturing Cell as a control level, there has been a strong

research effort directed at the development of control programs for FMCs. However,

relatively less importance has been given to the development of generic languages for

programming manufacturing control. Therefore the purpose of the present research, is to

study the development of a generic programming language specially suited for the

requirements of cell control.

For the objective of developing a language for cell control, it is essential to

understand the control environment as well as the functions of the controller and the

demands placed upon it.  A structure for the language, and the special functions

required for cell control have to be designed, and the constructs and commands that

provide for this should be developed and validated. Their feasibility has to be determined

within the context of available software technology. Sample control programs should be

written to demonstrate the language and its working. Therefore, for the purpose of the

current research, the following five step methodology has been proposed. These steps

are elaborated in the following sections.

1. Determination of the characteristics of the control environment and the functionality

of the cell controller.

2. Review of previous efforts at developing a unified approach to cell control.

3. Conceptualization of the structure and programming style of the language and their

rationalization.

4. Detailed specification, including syntax, of the language features and functions that

satisfy the requirements of cell control, and that enable programming in the

envisaged structure. Development of example programs to demonstrate their

working.

5. Investigation of the feasibility of implementing the specified language from a software

technology standpoint, and comparison of the language with existing solutions.
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3.1     Control functions and the control environment
It is important to understand the functions of a cell controller as well as the

environment in which a controller operates in order to develop a generic language for

cell control.  Planning and scheduling, supervisory control, and interfacing with the rest

of the factory have previously been identified as the main tasks of a controller.  However,

the ways in which these tasks are performed vary widely.

The equipment controllers could range from simple motion controllers with primitive

communication capabilities to sophisticated devices with advanced memory, processing,

sensory, and communication capabilities.  A generic language should have features for

controlling this wide range of capability.  It is also important to grasp the concurrency

and real-time requirements that make supervisory control so complex.

3.2     Review of previous research
There have been several previous efforts towards a unified approach to developing

manufacturing systems control. These represent the results of widespread research

efforts and contain a wealth of information useful for the current work.  For example, the

Manufacturing Messaging Specification (MMS) is a manufacturing communication

protocol that utilizes the client server model of communication. The MMS allows the

specification of  the external behavior, and organization of the cell devices and provides

several services to facilitate control.  The structures and capabilities that MMS provides

are quite comprehensive and a study of these would greatly facilitate the understanding

of the requirements of a generic language for manufacturing control.

3.3     Specification of functionality
The concurrency and real-time decision making that characterize FMSs preclude the

use of the sequential computational structures found in traditional programming

languages.  Therefore it is necessary to develop a structure that is specifically suited for

the purpose of cell control.  One possible way would be to develop the control logic for

each device in the cell as a module, and have these modules execute and communicate

in parallel.
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It is assumed that the tasks that comprise supervisory control are similar over

different implementations and can thus be provided as a library of functions. These tasks

have to be identified and grouped logically in order to design the corresponding

language functions. These functions can then be used in the language by the

programmer without having to consider lower level issues.

3.4     Specification of the language features
After the structure of the language and the functions required have been developed,

a detailed and formal specification of the features of the language should be specified.

This is essentially an exercise in choosing a fine balance of the language features as

well as specifying a simple and intuitive syntax for the writing of control programs. The

language features should be designed with a consideration of issues like efficiency of

implementation, ease of programming, completeness, and simplicity. Other issues like

orthogonality and uniformity are also important. Example programs need to be written in

the proposed language to present these features and demonstrate their use.

3.5     Feasibility and Evaluation
The structure and functions identified for the language are investigated for feasibility

of development using modern software technology.  For the purpose of this feasibility

investigation, advanced operating systems, programming languages, and hardware

architectures that have features for parallel computation need to be studied. The

language should be compared with other existing and proposed solutions to cell control.

This enables the identification of the strengths and weaknesses of the language and to

develop guidelines for the improvement of the language.
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4.  REQUIREMENTS OF CELL CONTROL AND THE CONTROL
LANGUAGE

Before undertaking the design and detailed specification of a control programming

language, it is necessary to understand the fundamentals of flexible manufacturing cells.

This includes the types and capabilities of their equipment, the various communication

technologies utilized, the control actions to be performed, and the possible faults that

may arise. This process can be performed in three steps which involve the determination

of 1) the nature of cell control equipment, 2) the functional requirements of supervisory

control, and 3) the corresponding language features required. Accordingly, the first

section of this chapter describes the equipment and the communication systems that

make up a cell. The second section describes the detailed functional requirements of the

supervisory cell control. Once these requirements are determined, the corresponding

language functions are identified to accomplish the control tasks.

4.1     Description of Flexible Manufacturing Cells
The equipment that constitutes FMCs is often heterogeneous and obtained from

different vendors. This results in a great variety of physical characteristics, software

capabilities, communication protocols, programming languages, auxiliary equipment,

and features for integration. Since the objective of this research is to develop a

programming language to control these devices in a uniform fashion, it is necessary to

identify and to attempt to classify this variety in the cell devices. A broad categorization

of the cell equipment is given below and detailed subsequently.

� Material processing entities

� Material handling entities

� Measurement and quality control entities

� Communication networks

� Sensors and monitoring devices

� Programmable logic controllers

� Control computers
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4.1.1   The Flexible Manufacturing Cell
The flexibility characteristics of FMCs can broadly be classified as 1) volume

flexibility,  2) product flexibility, and 3) routing flexibility [18, 26]. Volume flexibility is the

ability to produce a mix of parts in widely varying lot sizes ranging from size one to a

large batch, while product flexibility is the ability to produce a variety of parts with short

part changeover times and minimal manual setup.  Routing flexibility is the ability to

produce a part by using any one of several possible process sequences. These three

kinds of flexibility have the potential to offer enormous productivity benefits and cost

savings. Volume flexibility allows production in batch sizes corresponding to demand

thereby minimizing inventory. Product flexibility allows a greater variety of products

customized for customer needs. Routing flexibility allows the greater utilization of the cell

resources and  the reduction of machine idle times.

This flexibility results from the capabilities of the cell equipment, as well as, the

intelligent overall control of the cell. Short setup times made possible by devices like

automatic tool changers, flexible material handling by robots, and dynamic system

monitoring and control evaluation by the cell controller make possible the achievement

of flexibility with all the concomitant benefits.

4.1.2   Material processing entities
In a machining cell, the material processing entities or the machine tools are the

most important of all the cell entities. Some machining cells consist of just a machining

center with a pallet feeding station. The spectrum of machine tools, their characteristics,

and their capabilities is quite broad.

The machine tool controller types are the Numerical Controller (NC), the Computer

Numerical Controller (CNC), and the CNC with a PC front-end. The basic NC controller

is a proprietary, hardware based controller with little flexibility or features for integration.

Part program input is usually through a paper tape reader or through an emulator called

Behind the Tape Reader (BTR). Communication features necessary for integration into

an automated system are absent. In NCs, all control and monitoring has to be done from

within the part program.

CNCs are microprocessor based controllers with a PLC often integrated into the

controller. Most have a modular structure which allows the inclusion of modules that
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provide added functionality. Besides the basic tasks of servo control of axes and PLC

based monitoring, modern CNCs offer other features such as graphical user interfaces,

tool inventory and monitoring, tool changers, part handling systems, part inspection and

statistical process control, and vision systems. Most of these capabilities are achieved

by mounting the corresponding boards on the CNC back plane. Due to the proprietary

nature of CNCs, there is no uniform or even well defined interface to interact with the

CNC or its control boards from an external application such as a cell controller. The

protocols for part program transfer are also proprietary. As a result most cell control

applications perform just part program transfer, and most of the monitoring/management

capabilities of the CNC are unreachable from the cell control level.

In the hybrid system of a CNC with a PC front-end, the CNC (or a motion control

card attached to the PC)  performs the real-time servo control of axes while the

computer provides a standardized platform for the application programs. These

programs include CAD/CAM applications, graphical user interfaces, part program

management and editing, tool crib inventory, data collection, statistical process control,

process planning and others. From a cell control point of view, the PC provides both

serial links as well as LAN connectivity. The PC itself can act as a node for running the

cell control application. The PC operating system also offers uniform interfaces for

interacting with other programs. Although these applications may execute on the same

machine, they still need interfaces to communicate with each other because the manner

in which each application takes queries and returns information differs.

The software and communication capabilities also vary with the controller type. With

basic controllers, the cell controller can do little else besides upload/download of part

programs. However, modern controllers have many capabilities like tool management,

part program management, process plan execution, tool wear and tool life management,

automatic setup, finished part measurement, and SPC. These are resources that can be

used by the cell controller to perform a more intelligent, flexible, and automated control

with greater reliability. Since many of these resources are application programs

developed by independent vendors, it is a problem to interface with them in order to

exchange data and services from the cell controller. The communication capabilities of

the machine controllers include LAN connectivity and serial ports. Ethernet is the

standard for LANs and the MAP protocol is also in use.
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4.1.3   Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMMs)
CMMs often have advanced PC based controllers with a high degree of local

intelligence and therefore easier to control. The functions of CMMs are very similar to

machine tools in that both are steps performed in the processing of a part. To start a

measurement cycle,  just the part type is needed for the CMM controller to choose the

appropriate probes and measuring programs. They also have good communication

capabilities for the downloading of measurement programs and control communication.

More advanced capabilities include the determination and communication of procedures

for the re-machining of defective parts and statistical process control.

4.1.4   Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs)
In a cell, PLCs are usually employed for the task of controlling material handling

devices like conveyors and pallet changers. Some PLCs may be present on machine

tools but they work as part of the machine controller and are not a direct concern of cell

control. The primary purpose of PLCs is ladder logic based control. But the functionality

of a PLC can be increased by mounting special function boards on its backplane.

Usually these boards are either communication modules, sensor interface modules, or

boards that support control in programming languages like BASIC. As with most cell

devices, the communication capabilities and the level of external interfacing supported

by a PLC vary greatly. Most PLCs support serial links, and with special hardware LAN

connectivity also. While downloading of ladder logic programs is usually not done

frequently, the PLC provides features for reading and writing of its variables, and the

selection of recipes. The cell controller may also interact with the PLC via common

digital I/O ports.

4.1.5   Sensors
Sensors are very important devices in automated manufacturing because they

provide feedback of the system state. In a FMC most sensory input is generally the

purview of the equipment controllers. However, the cell control may still employ a wide

variety of sensors from sophisticated vision systems to basic trip switches. The vision

systems may be elaborate devices with powerful computers. Their main function is the

identification of the parts in the cell along with their orientation so that a material

handling device can perform the part transfer. Vision systems can also be used as

inspection devices. Bar code readers and radio frequency sensors are another important
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class of sensors used mainly for part and tool identification. Simple devices like limit

switches perform basic presence sensing for the cell controller.

4.1.6   Robot controllers
The robot controllers are similar to the machine tool controllers in that they perform

servo control and digital I/O under the guidance of a software program. However, they

have lagged behind in modular structure, user interfaces, and LAN connectivity. In an

FMC, a robot is used primarily for material movement. This involves possibly the use of

different grippers for different parts and different pickup/dropoff points. Control can be

achieved by writing programs in the robot language for every possible move in the cell

and selecting the appropriate program for the task. Variables like the gripper to be used,

the part orientation, and the exact pickup dropoff points and speeds can be dynamically

given to the program chosen. The robot also provides cycle control features. A more

advanced way of specifying robot actions is a task level specification where a command

from the cell controller may look like MOVE PART X FROM LOCATION A TO

LOCATION B. However this type of capability is very rare. Robot controllers are also

deficient in accessing data bases and in providing state data.

Most robot controllers usually provide at least a serial communication link and some

may have LAN connectivity. However the task of an effective and powerful

communication with a robot controller is quite complex and like CNCs most robot

controllers come with a PC front end. This PC contains software that would enable the

editing, storage, selection, and execution of part programs, robot cycle control,

diagnostics and error identification. It may also provide advanced interaction capabilities

like reading and writing variables dynamically, automatic monitoring and reporting of

errors, and so on. However it is a challenge to access this functionality from within the

cell controller again because of the lack of well defined interfaces.

4.1.7   Communication systems
Communication in the manufacturing cell is usually via serial links or local area

networks. Serial links are often reliable links which are only limited by their speed and

bandwidth. The RS 232 is the most widely used serial link connection standard.

Communication drivers for serial links are easily available and can be configured to

match the requirements of the device at the other end. This may involve the setting of a

suitable baud rate, parity schemes, and character representation standards. LANs could
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come in different physical topologies such as star configurations, ring configurations,

open bus LANs and so on. The use of a physical LAN implies the availability of

communication drivers at each of the nodes. The transfer protocols used may also vary.

However there are only two major protocols viz. the ethernet protocol and the

Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP). For higher level communication entities, the

protocol used has little bearing on the communication. Intelligent sensors cannot support

the elaborate protocols used for typical LANs. Therefore they are often connected using

another standard called the fieldbus.

4.2     Functions of  cell control and their relation to the language
Planning and scheduling, supervisory control, and interfacing with external entities

have been identified as the three tasks of cell control. Planning has the function of

determining the batch sizes and the allocation of resources like tools. Scheduling is

concerned with what is to be done next in order to meet the order demand without

excessive earliness or tardiness. Supervisory control is the actual execution of the

control actions. The control actions may be determined by the planning and scheduling

function or by external entities such as human operators. However, the control logic is

also often the responsibility of supervisory control. The supervisory control standing

alone can provide most of the flexibility characteristics of a FMC and can therefore be

considered the defining aspect of a FMC. Other functions of the supervisory control

include the management of cell resources, data collection and reporting, and interfacing

with the other parts of cell control and external entities. The third function of cell control

is to provide interfaces for the human operator as well as for the other controllers in the

factory. Human interaction is performed through a graphical interface for the reporting of

cell status and messages, and for the receipt of data and commands.

Because of the importance of supervisory control as the most defining aspect of cell

control, the term cell control and supervisory control will be used interchangeably. In this

section, the various functions and tasks of supervisory control are identified and the

requirements they place on the proposed language are discussed.
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4.2.1   Supervisory Control
Control execution, resource management, monitoring and reporting, and interfacing

are the primary functions of supervisory control. To achieve these functions, the

supervisory control has to perform actions that:

� sequence and route parts through the cell,

� configure equipment with the right tools and programs at the right time,

� coordinate and synchronize the actions of interacting equipment,

� manage part programs, tools, and production data,

� control equipment cycles and modes of operation,

� provide safe startup and shutdown of cell equipment,

� recover from errors and resolve deadlocks,

� monitor and report system state, and

� record cell data and timing data associated with part processing.

A discussion of these actions along with the issues that affect the language development

is presented below.

4.2.2   Sequence and Routing Control
Sequence control identifies all the operations that the cell must perform in order to

accomplish its task and then determines the ordering of these operations. This is a

dynamic decision making task, where the decision is made with respect to the process

plans of the parts in the cell, and the current system state.  An effective sequence

control is the most important task of supervisory control and is the prime factor

contributing to the flexibility of a FMC. Routing control is the execution of the part

transfer operations pertaining to the operation sequence of a particular part.

The process plan for each part type is often the reference for determining the

sequence of operations. Parts that are processed in a FMC may have several paths

through the process plan graph from start to finish. Sequence control is essentially the

determination of the next operation to be performed on a part and the machine on which

it is performed. The sequence of operations may also be prescribed by the cell

scheduler or the human operator. Sequencing and routing control also have the

responsibility of identifying and avoiding deadlocks that are common in part transfer.
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Issues Affecting Language Design: Sequence control is the most important task of

supervisory control, and most of the other functions facilitate the execution of sequence

and routing. The structure of the language should facilitate the easy implementation of

part sequencing. The process plan of the part is the basis for deciding on the operation

sequence. Therefore the language should have features for expressing, storing, and

manipulating the process plan in an intuitive and efficient manner. Since modularity is

inherent in most effective cell controllers, there should be facilities for efficient exchange

of information and decision making based on the process plans between the modules. In

fact some researchers have likened the cell control application to a computer operating

system and the process plans to the programs executed on the operating system. Just

as an operating system provides an environment for executing programs, the cell control

should provide an intelligent decision making base for the execution of process plans of

all the parts in the cell in a flexible and timely manner.

4.2.3   Configuration Management
Configuration management is the preparation of the cell equipment for the next

scheduled operation to be performed at that machine. The next operation may be a

machining, part transfer, or inspection operation. This involves the matching of the right

resources like tools, programs, and production information to the right equipment at the

right time. Specifically, the equipment is configured by downloading part programs,

selecting tools with adequate life remaining for the operation, downloading production

information like tool offsets and gripping procedures, selecting the correct robot

programs and part transfer data, robot gripper selection, and selecting correct inspection

probes and programs. The configuration management tasks are often synonymous with

the machine setup procedures when changing parts.

Issues Affecting Language Design: The basic operations required to accomplish

configuration management include the transfer and selection of programs, transfer of

operation data, and inquiries about the status of resources. The actual implementation of

configuration management varies widely depending on the capabilities of the equipment

controllers. Some equipment controllers have facilities for management and selection of

tools and programs for which a macro “SETUP” command from the cell controller would

suffice. For others, the cell controller has to manage tools and programs and the

machine setup is achieved by individual commands to download/select programs and to

change tools. In some cells, the setup procedures are entirely the operator’s
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responsibility who changes tools, and loads programs for the next step. Yet other

implementation considerations include whether tasks like changing tools can be

executed from within part programs or by separate atomic commands.

From a language perspective, it should provide atomic commands for program transfer

and selection, tool selection and change, and inquiring about presence of resources and

their attributes. There are several faults that may arise while performing configuration

management and fault tolerance and recovery procedures are very important.

4.2.4   Coordination and Synchronization
Actions that involve the coordination of two or more cell entities are very important

not only because of the complexity of the tasks but also because of the possibility of

serious errors. Although coordination and synchronization are used interchangeably,

coordination refers more to the ordering of the actions while synchronization refers to the

timing of the actions.  In a FMC, coordination is required while transferring work between

machines using the material handling system. The complexity arises from the large

number of factors that need to be monitored and controlled, and the importance of the

order and timing of the control actions.  In a part transfer operation using a robot, the

robot arm movements and gripper operations need to be coordinated with the opening

and closing of doors and fixtures on the machines. The coordinating actions need to be

performed in a timely manner before either of the interacting devices times out. This is

synchronization.

Besides the coordination involved in the actual part transfer, it has to be ensured that

the entity from which the part is being transferred and the entity to which the part is to be

transported are in a suitable state to perform the corresponding actions. Deadlocks are a

very real possibility in part transfer. Deadlocks result from the formation of circuits which

lock up all the parts involved in the circuit.

Issues Affecting Language Design: The implementation of equipment coordination varies

widely. For example consider a typical part dropoff operation involving a robot and a

machine tool shown in figure 2. This is described below where the descriptions marked

A are the actions while the descriptions marked M are the messages to the other entity.
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Robot Machine
M: Ready to transfer indication

A: Open door
M: Door Open Indication

A: Position over fixture
M: Gripper over fixture indication

A: Open fixture
M: Fixture Open Indication

A: Move part to fixture
M: Part in fixture indication

A: Close fixture
M: Fixture Closed Indication

A: Release Part
M: Part released indication
A: Move out
M: Move out indication

A: Complete gripping, close door

Figure 2: Typical interaction between cell devices for material transfer.

This interaction between the robot and the machine tool may be achieved in two

ways. In the first, the synchronization may be achieved by digital ports that can be

written to or read from the machines. When the robot is ready to dropoff the part it may

set the value of a digital port to ‘on’.  The machine upon detecting this would open the

machine door and set another digital port to ‘on’ which in turn would trigger further robot

action and so on. The coordination logic for detecting these digital ports and performing

the corresponding action may be written in equipment programs. The cell controller only

has to make sure that the correct transfer programs are being executed by both the

devices. In the second case, the coordination occurs at a higher level in the controller

itself. The controller issues commands to effect robot movements, open and close doors,

grippers, and fixtures in the desired order. However, feedback is necessary from the

machines to indicate completion of the corresponding actions. In the first case, it is

sufficient to provide program selection and invocation features in the controller while in

the second case, both program selection as well as commands that instruct the

machines to perform actions like opening doors are necessary.

4.2.5   Mode and Cycle control
The cell entities can be in automatic, manual, or maintenance modes. In the

maintenance mode, the controller has no control over the machine. In the manual mode,

the operator performs operations that cannot be performed from the cell control. These

may include setup operations, error recovery procedures, program editing and

verification, and general diagnostics. In the automatic mode, the cell controller can

perform the control actions. The system state and control actions required determine the

mode in which the equipment should operate. The cell control should also provide for the
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return to a stable and known state after the maintenance and manual modes. Cycle

control is the control of the operation cycle performed on a part. Specifically, this

includes start cycle, end cycle, pause cycle, restart cycle, and abort cycle operations.

Once the setup for an operation is complete, start cycle starts the operation while end

cycle stops the machine tool after the current cycle. Pause cycle is necessary to allow

for operator interaction or for the availability of a resource and restart cycle ends the

pause mode. Abort cycle stops the cycle abruptly and may be needed for sudden

shutdown of equipment.

Issues Affecting Language Design:  As with most cell control functions, the

implementation of mode and cycle control varies widely depending primarily on the

capabilities of the cell equipment. With an advanced equipment controller these control

actions can be performed by issuing commands from the cell controller. These

commands are decoded by the equipment and the corresponding action performed. In

less capable equipment controllers, the equipment status can be coded in the programs.

A particular mode or cycle control action is chosen depending on the value of a digital

port. The cell controller effects a particular control action by setting the corresponding

digital port to the required value. In the first case, the language can have simple

commands to affect the corresponding system changes, while in the second case, the

ability to write to digital ports is necessary in addition to the basic program execution

capability.

4.2.6   Tool and Data management
Tools, part programs, and tooling and fixturing information are resources which

enable the achievement of timely production in the cell. Tool management involves

keeping track of the location of tools in the cell and of the remaining life of each tool.

This information may be necessary to determine the feasibility of executing a particular

operation, or may be needed by the scheduler to determine the next task. This data may

be used to inform the human operator to change tools as their operating life is exhausted

and to reduce failures while machining. Similarly, the cell controller has to keep track of

the location of part programs and to maintain the most recent and current versions. Each

tool may also have its own offset data and it is essential to match a tool to its

corresponding data. Similarly each part may have its own gripping procedure at robot as

well as the machine tool. Other data includes the pickup/dropoff points for each robot

operation.
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Issues Affecting Language Design: Once again the way resource management is

achieved depends greatly on the equipment controller capabilities. The basic machine

tools have no tool management capabilities whatsoever and the cell control needs to

keep track of tool life information by itself with a knowledge of the starting and finishing

times of an operation involving the tool. More advanced controllers may have tool

management applications which maintain the life and other information about each tool

in the machine magazine and the cell controller can interact with this application to

obtain required information in order to make control decisions. Part programs and other

production can be located at either the cell controller or the equipment controller again

depending on the capabilities of the equipment controller. In both cases, the cell control

has to interact with the underlying operating system to manage program files. This may

require changing directories, and transferring files. Some equipment controllers may also

have file tracking applications and the appropriate programs can be chosen as part of

the setup procedures.

Therefore the cell control language needs to have features for the recording and

handling of timing information, and efficient data structures to record the tool information.

Features for interacting with applications that perform tool management are also

necessary. Similarly the language should have features for interfacing with the operating

systems to keep track of  and access program files. Also efficient macro level commands

for selecting, status management, and transfer of files is also necessary.

4.2.7   Startup, Reset, and Shutdown of equipment
Equipment startup by the cell controller may involve the verification of the

communication channel, diagnostics and other checks on the equipment, and initializing

of the equipment axes and sensors. This includes the verification of the presence or

working of the various equipment subsystems. During the operation of the cell, it may be

required to reset the state of a particular equipment usually to recover from errors.

Resetting should bring the equipment to a predefined stable state and may involve the

aborting of all current operations, moving tool heads and grippers to home positions,

bringing subsystems like tool and pallet changers to a predefined position, clearing

memory of programs and data, initializing sensors and so on. Shutdown may occur over

several levels depending on the events which caused the shutdown action (usually

faults). For the possibility of catastrophic faults, shutdown may involve an immediate
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freezing of the machine by shutting off power. More gradual shutdowns may involve the

completion of present operation and resetting the equipment before shutting it down.

Issues Affecting Language Design: Startups are very infrequently needed and may

involve a lower level verification of the communication channel between the cell

controller and the equipment by the communication drivers. Diagnostics facilities if

provided in the equipment controller may be initiated. Initializing the axes, subsystems,

and sensors can be performed by either macro commands if supported by the

equipment controllers, or by special programs which the cell controller selects and

executes on the equipment. Similarly, the reset and shutdown actions can be

implemented by macro commands if available at the equipment controller, or by

downloading and executing part programs that perform these actions. The actions

required for the startup/reset/shutdown operations overlap with other areas like resource

management and cycle control. Therefore most of the issues discussed there are valid

here.

4.2.8   Recovering from Errors and Deadlocks
Identifying and recovering from errors and deadlocks is one of the most important

tasks of cell control. The list of possible errors that could occur in a FMC is very large.

However most errors result from equipment failures, communication problems including

timeouts, failure of equipment to perform the action required by the cell controller, faulty

logic in the cell control itself, and lack of proper coordination and synchronization

between equipment. Once the error is identified, the cell control should decide on the

recovery procedures and implement them. It is possible to develop generic recovery

procedures for different classes of errors

Deadlocks result from the cell entities contending for resources or parts in such a

way that circuits are formed. The simplest example of a circuit is when part A on

machine X requires transfer to machine Y while part B on machine Y requires a transfer

to machine X at the same time. Deadlock avoidance involves foreseeing the formation of

these circuits and taking control actions that prevent them while deadlock recovery

involves the identification of the existence of these circuits and taking actions to break

them. Often recovery involves buffers to which one of the deadlocked parts can be

transferred thus breaking the circuits.
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Issues Affecting Language Design: The language features required for error recovery

and deadlock resolution include features for identification of the errors and deadlocks,

for implementing the internal control logic of the cell control, and finally for actually

performing the recovery actions. Identification of errors may result from messages from

the equipment, internal timeout checks, monitoring of particular variables or sensors,

and general diagnostic procedures. Special language features should support this. The

language should have an effective structure, and logic features for implementing

tolerance and recovery actions with little human involvement.

For deadlock avoidance, the language should have features that enable the foreseeing

of circuits from the process plans of the parts and the current system state. Once

detected, the actions that lead to the deadlock can be avoided. Deadlock recovery again

involves the detection and the use of buffers for recovery. Therefore buffer management

and part location features are required.

4.2.9   Monitor and report system state
Monitoring the system state is necessary for making timely and correct control

decisions. The cell control monitors system state by receiving status messages from the

equipment controllers, and by reading the values of variables in the controllers. Sensors

are also used to feedback information to the cell control. System state data includes the

status of the equipment, as well as the parts in the cell. The system state information is

used for taking control decisions, error identification, and for reporting to external entities

like planning applications and human operators. The equipment controllers should send

frequent status messages to the cell control that include information on part processing

or transfer, status of the equipment and its subsystems, fault conditions, and the mode it

is in. The cell control may also send inquiries to the equipment controller about the

status. As each state message is received, the cell controller updates the system state

records and uses this to take appropriate control decisions and for informing the external

entities.

Issues Affecting Language Design: The language should have an effective message

scheme for inquiries from the cell control as well as the transfer of system state

information to it. When sensors are used for monitoring, the system should have

features for acquiring information from sensors of different types. A internal

representation of the system state that is simple, easy to handle and update is also
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necessary. Some times the cell control may directly read the values of the variables in

the equipment controllers. Language features for this are also necessary. From the

internal representation of the system state, the language should have features for

developing reports on requested information for the external entities like the planner and

human operators.

4.1.10   Record cell data, and timing data associated with part processing
The starting and finishing times of part processing, the numbers of each part type

produced, the time each equipment has operated since the last maintenance, the

number of faults that occurred in each operation, the number of communication failures

for each link, the number of failures for each tool type and so on are information

necessary for planning operations in the cell and for general improvement of the cell.

From information such as this, a better understanding of the cell is possible and

improvements can be made where necessary.

Issues Affecting Language Design: For timing data, easy access to the system clock is

necessary in the language. Data structures which can efficiently store and update the

cell data and which can be easily manipulated are also necessary. The language could

have macro functions to obtain the required cell data. The features required for timing

are also necessary for tool management.
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5.  Language Structure

This chapter is concerned with the structure and features of the language, and the

working of the proposed structure. The requirements of control software, the advantages

of modularity, and the architecture of the language are presented. After the development

of the language structure, the problem of communication with the cell devices is

addressed. Section 5.1 is a discussion of the features desired in a cell controller to

alleviate the problems associated with control software. Section 5.2 describes the

necessity of modularity in a manufacturing cell controller and discusses the way in which

the control software can be divided into modules. Section 5.3 identifies a reference

model for the interactions between the modules from among several control

architectures.

Section 5.4 presents a process plan representation suitable for the reference model

while section 5.5 describes the functions and the capabilities of the modules in the

chosen reference architecture. The language features required for these capabilities are

also listed. Section 5.6 is a presentation of the way the control logic is implemented by

the interaction of the modules, using a number of example scenarios. Section 5.7 is

concerned with the communication problem between the cell controller and the cell

devices and the proposed solutions to this problem. Finally, section 5.8 discusses the

program execution system for the language, and section 5.9 identifies a state vector to

hold the state of the control modules.

5.1     Additional, non-functional requirements of cell control software
The volume/product/routing flexibility described in the previous chapter can be

considered to be the operational flexibility characteristics of a cell controller. Besides the

operational flexibility, the cell controller also needs to have the flexibility to handle 1)

changes in the cell equipment viz. addition, removal, and replacement, and 2) changes

in the status of the cell equipment such as breakdowns and scheduled maintenance.

The ability to handle these changes is a major requirement of cell control systems. Real-

time performance, reliability and fault tolerance, ease of software development, and

degree of openness are other issues by which a cell control system can be evaluated.
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The desirable characteristics of a cell controller with respect to these issues are

discussed below.

Modifiability/Extensibility: As the cell evolves over time with the addition, removal, or

replacement of equipment, the controller structure should accommodate these

occurrences with minimal, and easily made changes. Modifiability in the cell controller

refers to the ability to adapt to changes in the existing cell entities, such as for example,

the addition of a automated tool changing system to a machine. Similarly, extensibility is

the ability to adapt to changes in the physical make-up of the cell by the addition (or

removal) of  entities such as machine tools or inspection devices.

 Although these changes in the cell structure are relatively infrequent, it would be

extremely expensive and time consuming to perform a wholesale reworking of the cell

control software whenever such an event occurs. A readily modifiable cell controller

would accommodate changes in cell equipment by enabling corresponding changes to

be made in that part of the cell control concerned with this equipment. These changes

would not extensively affect the rest of the cell control system. An extensible cell

controller would enable the addition of software for controlling the new equipment, again,

without major changes or affects on the rest of the system.

Reconfigurability/Adaptability: The changes in the physical configuration of the cell

described above are intentional and planned events. Besides these, there are another

type of changes in the physical cell that are the result of random and unexpected events

such as failure of the cell equipment, or parts of the equipment. Reconfigurability refers

to the ability of the cell controller to adjust to the new cell configuration caused by such

random events. This requires the cell control to make appropriate and safe decisions

about the further operation of the cell, and then to operate the cell with as little external

interference as possible. Adaptability refers to a higher level of reconfigurability where

the cell control not only adjusts to the new cell situation but also operates the cell at a

high degree of optimization.

Maintainability: Even for a system with a stable physical configuration, the cell control

software can evolve over time by way of improvements and added capabilities.

Maintainability is a measure of the ease with which such changes can be made in the
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software. This requires that the software be easy to understand, and have a structure

which does not result in unforeseen interactions or cross effects in other parts of the

system when the changes are made.

Reliability and Fault Tolerance: In a cell, a distinction can be made between faults that

occur as a result of random and uncontrollable events, and faults that occur because of

the deficiencies in the control system. The first of these are the concern of

reconfigurability/adaptability characteristics discussed above, while the second kind are

discussed here. The difference between the two can be shown with the example of a

cutting tool. If a tool fails before its expected life due to metallurgical defects, such an

occurrence would be a fault of the first kind. On the other hand if the tool failed because

the cell control system did not  accurately keep track of the tool life, then it is a fault of

the second kind.

Reliability is the ability of the cell controller to operate continuously with respect to

achieving the system goals without experiencing failures of the second kind described

above. Fault tolerance is the ability of the system to continue operation to the maximum

extent possible, in the event of a fault occurrence by making safe and effective control

decisions. Reliability and fault tolerance are important for achieving minimal human

intervention, and for avoiding frequent shutdowns of the cell.

Real-time performance: Real time performance is of great importance as the most

elegant control logic will be worthless if the control actions and responses cannot be

communicated within the time in which they are expected. Generally, the responses from

the cell controller should be sent before the device expecting them times out, or causes

an error. A modular structure, efficient implementation of control logic, powerful

computers, a policy of fair handling of requests, efficient and fast communication

hardware and software contribute to strong real-time characteristics.

Ease of software development: Software characteristics like modularity, reuse,

portability, and exchangeability facilitate rapid software development and bring down

costs. The software structure is the important determinant of these characteristics.
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Openness: An open cell control software has capabilities for interfacing with other

application programs. This is important because application programs such as planning

and scheduling systems, and statistical process evaluators need to be integrated into the

control.

5.2     Modularity in the cell controller structure
Developing cell control software in modules is an effective method of satisfying the

requirements set forth in the previous section. The overall task of cell control is

delineated into well defined subtasks which are then implemented as modules. The most

effective way of performing this delineation is to structure the cell control in such a way

that it is a software analogue of the real physical system. Therefore, if the cell can be

considered as consisting of the physical equipment and the cell controller, then within

the cell control system, the software modules should reflect this structure. This implies

the requirement of a well defined module inside the cell controller, for each well defined

piece of physical equipment.

The overall operation of the cell can be thought of as those actions of the individual

equipment that are relatively independent of the rest of the cell, and those actions that

require coordination between the equipment. An example of the former would be a part

processing operation at a machine tool, while an example of the latter would be a part

transfer operation. Analogously in the cell controller, the operations of the first kind are

implemented by logic within the modules, while operations of the second kind are

implemented by interaction between the modules. But before the implementation of any

control action, the cell control first has to arrive at the decision to perform a particular

action i.e. evaluate the control logic. This is again achieved by the interaction between

the modules. There are several models of interaction between the modules.

Modularity of the type described above greatly eases the task of programming cell

control because of two primary reasons. The first is the simplicity that results from a well

defined division of labor among the modules and the second is the way in which the cell

control structure is analogous to the physical cell structure. This allows the programming

of the modules and their interactions in a manner corresponding to the way the real

physical actions take place. Modularity, and the ease of programming that results from it,

have several concomitant benefits which are discussed below.
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Modifiability/Extensibility: As equipment changes, modifiability can be achieved by

making changes only to the module that is concerned with the particular equipment.

When new equipment is added to the cell, extensibility can be achieved by adding a

new module for controlling that equipment, without extensive changes in the rest of the

cell control. However to perform these easily, the modules should be reasonably

independent, and a module should not make extensive assumptions about the

capabilities of any other module.

Reconfigurability/Adaptability: The independence of the modules is again the key to

achieving reconfigurability. This independence enables all the effects of the random

events to be confined to the module which can then alter its behavior in response to the

event. The rest of the cell controller is not affected if no assumptions are made about the

capabilities of the module. If the affects of the random event are undesirable, the module

can take steps to bring its equipment to the original state in a manner transparent to the

rest of the system.

 

Maintainability: The same advantages that modularity provides for control software

development also provide for maintainability of the software. Since the controller

structure is analogous to the cell physical configuration, it is easy to understand the

existing code. The independence of modules implies little side effects of any changes

made in one module in other modules. Maintainability results from this ease of

understanding and change.

Reliability and fault tolerance:  Reliability is achieved by the effectiveness of the software

development. The independence of the modules results in fewer unforeseen interactions

between parts of the control code, thus reducing the errors that may only appear under

certain system conditions. When faults occur, their effects can be confined to a particular

module which can undertake recovery procedures, and not debilitate the of the rest of

the system.

 

Real time performance: The modules if they are relatively independent, can be executed

in parallel, possibly on different processors. This speeds up the execution of the control
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logic. The intuitive way of developing the control software also provides for more efficient

implementations.

For the proposed programming language, the modular structure described above is

adopted. Supervisory control implies the requirement of at least two different types of

modules. The first type are the equipment control modules each controlling a well

defined cell entity, while the second is the directing and reporting module which initiates

the control actions and coordinates the equipment modules. However a complete cell

control system may also include planning and scheduling applications, graphical user

interfaces, and data presentation applications, besides the supervisory control,. The

supervisory control needs to interface with these applications and for this purpose, they

can be considered as additional modules which provide added capability to the cell

control.

The equipment control modules are associated with the individual equipment of the

cell. Each machine tool, robot, measuring machine, or PLC has its associated module in

the cell control system. Sometimes the equipment associated with modules may not be

the  individual machines but some clearly definable manufacturing resources. For

example, each spindle in a multi-spindle machine tool maybe such a resource. The

important function of the equipment module is to hide all the details of the control of the

equipment with which it is associated from the rest of the cell control. This includes the

communication with the equipment, and the executing of the control actions. Therefore

each equipment module essentially provides a bulk view of the equipment capabilities. In

addition each equipment module may also have an important part in executing the

control logic and in inter-equipment coordination.

The directing and reporting module (called the director module from now on) may

have varying functionality depending on the implementation. It may just initiate the

interaction between modules leading to the implementation of the control logic, or it may

contain the entire control logic within itself. The director module may also be responsible

for recording the system state, as well as the status of the parts in the cell, by receiving

feedback from the equipment modules. It may also provide the interface with

applications like planners and operator interfaces. This interface is especially relevant if

the director module also performs the task of recording the system state, as this would
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provide a central source of data for the external applications. On the other hand there

may be some implementations which may not even require a director module.

5.3    Architecture of the modules
The most important aspect in the modular development of control software is the

distribution of control logic among the modules, and the way in which they interact with

each other. Which modules are allowed to communicate with which other modules and

the type of messages they can exchange has a great impact on the possibility for the

system to adapt to changes in the future. In order to achieve high flexibility and to satisfy

all the requirements of a cell controller, it is necessary for an even distribution of control

responsibilities between the modules, maximum possible independence for the modules,

and an interaction regime that minimizes the messages between the modules.

To develop a reference model for interactions between the modules, the various

architectures that have been proposed for implementing distributed control are

considered. Although, these architectures were developed for the overall control of a

manufacturing facility, some of their characteristics can be applied to the modules of the

cell controller. There are two ways in which the cell controller can be considered in

relation to the cell devices. In the first case, the cell control can be considered to be a

black box to which the cell equipment is tied to, which implies a centralized mode of

control within the cell. However, when the modules of the cell control system are

considered as extensions of the corresponding devices, then it is possible to consider

various models of interaction between the modules and by extension the machines they

control.

The three basic models for the interaction of the control modules are the hierarchical,

heterarchical, and modified hierarchical forms. The hierarchical form is characterized by

a director module in which much of the control logic is present, and equipment control

modules which are only responsible for executing the directives of,  and reporting back

to, the director module. Control flows from the director module to the equipment

modules, while status information flows the other way. For example, the director module

may decide to transport a part from one particular machine to another. This decision is

communicated to the two machine modules and the material handling module which are

then only responsible for executing programs that perform the transfer on the actual
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machines. The director module is responsible for all control logic including fault tolerance

and recovery. This implies that the director module would require constant information

on the system state in order to decide on the next control action. The equipment

modules are slaves to the director module with no control intelligence and are only

responsible for executing the controller commands.

There are several advantages as well as disadvantages to the hierarchical form. In

the advantages list, the development of control code is easy as much of the logic can be

implemented as if-then-else forms. This is facilitated because the director module has

complete knowledge of the capabilities of the equipment modules, and also receives

information about the status of the entire cell. The response times are fast because there

is no necessity for cooperative decision making and the message exchange overhead

that goes with it. In certain control situations where the control decisions need to be

performed frequently, the efficient message handling and fast response times provide a

great advantage. However, this architecture also has significant demerits. A hierarchical

arrangement because of the master-slave relationships, requires extensive knowledge of

the other modules by the director module. This affects modifiability as any change in the

equipment would require extensive changes in the director module. Extendability is also

not easy because the director module is configured for the current system and any

additions require extensive reprogramming. The hierarchical architecture requires all the

possible system states to be foreseen while developing the controller in order to

implement the if-then-else form of decision making. This has many disadvantages. First,

it is almost impossible to foresee all the possible states of the system, and secondly the

control actions are mostly fixed and the system is able to handle only those situations

explicitly programmed. In other words, there is only as much flexibility as is programmed

into the system. This also makes fault tolerance and recovery very difficult as they also

have to be hard coded into the system. It  is also difficult to make future modifications

because of the strong ties between the director and the equipment modules which result

in unintended interactions.

The second architecture that has been proposed is the heterarchical architecture,

characterized by cooperative decision making between highly independent equipment

modules without the necessity of  a central module. For example, the part routing

decisions are made by broadcasting the requirement to all the modules by one of the
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modules. These modules if they can perform the operation return bids which are then

evaluated with respect to some criteria and the operation awarded to one. Part transfer

is accomplished by the module desiring the transfer directly interacting with the material

handling module and reserving a transfer operation. The modules make no assumptions

about the state or capabilities of the other modules, and are independent in execution.

There are several advantages to the heterarchical architecture that result from the

independence of the modules and the lack of assumptions about the capabilities of other

modules. Modifiability and extensibility are facilitated because of this independence as

are reconfigurability and adaptability. Changes within modules, and addition/deletion of

modules have little effects on the other modules. Flexibility is obtained by the rich

system behavior possible from the interaction of the modules, rather than from hard

coded logic. Fault tolerance is achieved because the faults can be confined to a

particular entity and do not affect the behavior of the rest of the system, because of the

no assumptions characteristic. As faults in an equipment are the concern of only the

corresponding module, fault recovery procedures are accordingly embedded in the

module and do not concern the rest of the system. The major disadvantage of the

heterarchical architecture is that every action requires a flurry of messages between the

modules. This big message load may affect the achievement of timing constraints. Also

a powerful message handling system is needed because of the large number of

messages. Another disadvantage is that faults which occur not within individual

equipment but over several equipment (such as a material handling deadlock), are

difficult to recover from as they require explicit decision making over several modules.

The third architecture is the modified hierarchical architecture which has features of

both the hierarchical and heterarchical forms. In this control architecture, the rigid

master-slave relationships between the director module and the equipment modules

required by the hierarchical architecture are relaxed and the equipment modules are

allowed to interact with one other. This arrangement provides the advantages of both the

previous architectures. Specifically the decisions on the part processing and routing are

initiated by the director module, while the part transfer operations are performed by

interactions between the equipment modules. Fault tolerance and recovery is also the

responsibility of  the equipment modules. The director module also has the important

function of recording the overall system state via feedback from the equipment modules.
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The faster response times of hierarchical form are retained as the number of messages

is lower than in the heterarchical case. The overall state of the system is also available

at a single area viz. the director module. The relative independence of the various

modules implies that achieving fault tolerance and recovery is easier.

 Because the modified hierarchical architecture combines the best features of the

hierarchical and heterarchical architectures with few of the drawbacks of the two, it is the

model chosen to describe the language being proposed. However, the support for the

modified hierarchical architecture does not preclude implementation of either of the other

two in the language. Since the modified hierarchical form requires language features for

the characteristics of both the other types, they can also be implemented by using more

of some features and less of the others.

5.4     The Process Plan representation
The process plan of the parts in the cell is the most important information based on

which the control decisions of the cell are taken. Some researchers have likened the cell

control to a computer operating system which is responsible for the timely, fair, and

efficient execution of the process plans which are analogous to programs. In the

programming language proposed in this research, the process plan not only drives the

cell decisions, but is also the primary means by which cooperative decision making, and

communication of system state is performed by the various modules.

One of the major goals of a cell controller is to provide part and routing flexibility with

just a knowledge of the process plan for each part, without any modifications to the

control code. Such a goal implies that the representation of the process plan is of great

importance. In this section, the representation of a process plan as a directed graph is

presented. Such a representation has also been utilized by Joshi et al. [28] and Volz et

al. [52]. The way in which this representation is used for cooperative decision making,

and information transfer between the modules is also touched on and described in more

detail in the next section.
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Figure 3: Process Plan Graph

An example process plan is represented as a directed graph in Figure 3. Each node of

the above graph represents an operation to be performed on the workpiece and the

arrows describe the ordering of operations. Whenever there is branching at any node it

implies that only one of the branches need to be followed thus describing an OR

condition between the various branch nodes. If there are no branches, the successor

operation is the only operation possible which is equivalent to an AND relation between

the nodes. For the above example, the process starts off with Op1 followed by Op2.

After Op2 one of two branches can be followed viz. Op3 or Op5. If Op3 is performed

then Op4 should be the next operation. Similarly Op6 should follow Op5. Once one of

the two branches is chosen and completed, Op7 is performed and the process is

finished by Op8. Along with the operation sequencing information  a complete process

plan should also contain 1) the list of machines which can perform the operation

described by each node, and 2) the information about the operation, i.e. the details of

the operation at each machine including the part program, tooling, and other production

information. This associated information can be present in a database which can be

accessed by all modules, or be included in the process plan data structure itself.

The process plan shown in the above figure can be described by character strings as:

1 AND 2 OR (3 AND 4, 5 AND 6) AND 7 AND 8
The branches after an OR node are represented in brackets with the comma as a

separator. A complex process plan shown in the Figure 4 can be represented as

1 OR (2 OR (4 OR (7,8), 5 AND 9)AND 10, 3 AND 6 AND 11) AND 12

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8
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Figure 4: An elaborate process plan graph

For each part in the system, there is associated with it its process plan record. This

record forms the means of communication and cooperation between the modules. In

completing the processing of any part, the cell control dynamically picks the path through

the process plan graph. At any stage of the processing, those nodes that have already

been processed, the nodes currently being processed, and the nodes that could be

processed next have associated with them several tags. The tags for those nodes that

have already been processed could give information about the machine on which they

were processed, the start and finish times, and any measurement and inspection

information. For the nodes which could be processed next, the tags contain the status of

the part assigning process. This process is a cooperative effort via a bidding process

between the concerned modules and is described in detail in the next section. For the

node that is currently being processed, the tags include the current machine, and the

processing status. As  the part moves through the cell, this record accompanies the part

and any information can be obtained from the record as the requirement comes up.

5.5     Working of the envisaged programming system
The modified hierarchical form of interaction between the modules has been chosen

as the reference model for describing the features of the language and their working.

Since this model is a hybrid of the true hierarchical and heterarchical forms, it is

expected that if the language satisfies the requirements for implementing this model of

interaction, it would also be adequate for the other two forms. This section describes the

structure and semantics associated with the messages that are exchanged between the
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modules. Then, the functions of each module in the proposed architecture are described,

along with the specific features required in a language to implement these functions and

behavior.

5.5.1   The messages exchanged between the modules
Before describing the operation of the various modules in detail, it is necessary to

establish a well defined structure for the messages that are exchanged between the

modules. The language should also support some predefined message types which are

tailored for specific tasks such as for example, conveying alarm messages.

It is proposed that all the messages exchanged between the modules have a basic

structure, with additions and differences to this structure to occur depending on the

function of the message and the situation. This basic structure requires each message to

have several identifying characteristics in addition to the actual data being

communicated. A minimum of four such identifying fields are necessary for each

message. They are

1.  The type of the message

2.  The identity of the module which sends the message

3.  The ID of the part the message is concerned with

4.  The reference to a previous message that has been sent, if the current message is in

response to that previous message.

The first field contains the type of the message which gives the purpose of the

message so that the receiving entity can sort or select a particular type of message if

necessary. The message types could be part processing bid requests and responses,

processing status messages, part transfer messages, alarm messages, error

notifications, inquiries and their responses, data messages, messages to and from the

human operator and planning modules and so on.

The identity of the sender module in the second field is just the sender identification

in a form that is recognizable by all the modules. This again enables the recipient to

choose messages from a particular module if so necessary. Messages such as bids and

their responses, processing status notification, inquiries and responses are concerned

with the processing of a particular part in the system. Therefore the third field should
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contain the ID of the part under concern for those type of messages. Some messages

such as inquiry responses are related to a particular message sent earlier. The fourth

field contains the reference to a previous message for which the current message is the

response.

The actual content of the message of course depends on the type of the message.

For messages which refer to a part, the content is often the part process record with the

appropriate tags carrying the information. In other cases, the contents may be

implementation dependent and may be defined by the programmer. For example, for

alarm messages, the system developer may assign certain numerical codes for different

types of alarms to be communicated between the modules.

The predefined message types are:

1.  Type N messages: These messages communicate the presence or arrival of a new

part at the cell input port to the system. This message could be sent by an intelligent

sensor such as a bar code reader, or by an external control entity such as an AGV

system controller or the shop floor controller.

2.  Type B messages: This type of message is used to request and respond to bids for

processing the next step in a part’s processing plan. A bid request message from a

module starts off the process and in response to this, bid response messages are

sent to the sender which can evaluate these responses and award the bid to one of

them.

3.  Type P messages: These messages can be used to assign part operations to

modules  based on the bidding scheme, and to communicate the status of

processing between modules.

4.  Type T messages: These are messages for affecting part transfer and are expected

to be exchanged between the machine modules and the material transport module.

5.  Type I messages: These messages are used for inquiry-response interaction

between modules. A module may send an I message requesting status or other

information and the recipient module may return a I message containing the

requested information and with reference to the original I message.

6.  Type E messages: These messages are used to communicate the occurrence of

errors to other modules.
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7.  Type A messages: These are the alarm messages exchanged between the modules,

or for indication to/from the operator. The contents of the message may have

developer defined codes to identify the different types of alarms and their priority so

that the recipient entity can take appropriate action.

8.  Type O messages: These messages are specifically for interaction between the

external modules/entities and the supervisory controller. This special class is

required because it may require a high degree of customization for communicating

with the external entities.

It is possible that a module can send a message of any type to any other module.

However with well defined interactions, it is sufficient to only use only certain types of

messages between particular modules. For example, if part transfer is designed to

involve only the machine tool module and the robot module, then only the messages of

type transfer would be required between these two modules.

5.5.2   The Director module
The director module has two primary functions. Firstly, it initiates the decision making

process for determining the next step to be performed in a part’s process plan for all the

parts in the cell. Secondly, it maintains the overall configuration of the cell as well as the

system state by inquiring and receiving information about the state of the cell entities

from the corresponding modules. A description of the way the two functions can be

performed is described. However this is just one of several possible ways even in the

reference interaction model chosen.

Upon receiving a new part indication via a N message, the director module creates a

new record for the part. This record is the part’s process plan graph to the nodes of

which tags can be attached. For each new part and for parts already in the cell, the

director entity determines all the possible process plan nodes which can be executed

next and then finds all the machines which can perform the operations associated with

those nodes. The director then sends a bid B message to each of those machines along

with the current record of the part. It is expected that the machine entities would be able

to determine the details of the operation to be performed by just obtaining the name of

the process from the part record. The director then waits for the responses from the

machine modules to the B message. When these responses arrive, the director can
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evaluate them according to some criterion (like a first come first assign policy) and

award the bid to a particular machine module. This award is communicated to all the

modules to which was sent the original bid request using a P process message. This

process of sequencing may not be necessary under three conditions viz. when the next

step is deterministic without any alternatives, when there is a planning and scheduling

module which is responsible for determining all the routing and processing decisions,

and when the decision is taken by the human operator. Under these conditions, the

director module directly awards the operation to the chosen machine without the bidding

process.

For the task of recording and maintaining the overall system state, the director

module relies on the part processing records. For every part in the system, the director

maintains its part processing record with all the information tags associated with each

node. The director obtains information about the system state by either explicitly

requesting information from other modules using the I message or by the status reports

automatically sent by the modules. Besides the part records, the director may also

maintain the overall equipment configuration report which contains information about

what entities are actually present in the cell and their current state. This recording

function of the director module is extremely important as it provides a single source for

all cell information. Because of this, it is easy to interface with applications like planning

and scheduling systems, and with operator interface systems.

Language requirements for the Director Module: The language requirements for the

director module can be developed from the functionality and behavior described above.

1.  Since the part process record is the primary means for inter-module communication

as well as for recording the processing status, special language functions are

necessary for the creation of the process records for each part in the cell, and for

manipulating them. The manipulation of the records could include reading from,

writing to, and updating the record, transferring the information to other modules. The

process record for each new part in the cell is created from the process plan

template for that part. The manipulation operations should enable the easy updating

of the information in the record as the part is processed in the cell, as well as easy

access of this data. The tags associated with the process plan nodes should also be

easily updated and accessed. When a process plan record is sent to another
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module, the whole record including the tags may not be necessary. Therefore

features should be provided for transfer of the records with only the desired

information. This will also reduce the size of the message.

2.  Since cooperation between the modules is very important, the language should have

features for supporting these interactions that go beyond just the communication of

inter-module messages. For example, a macro function may be provided for sending

the bids that takes the name of the part as its parameter. This function will identify

the machines that can perform the next operation, and send the bid requests along

with the part record to them without the programmer requiring to program the

individual operations involved. Similar macro commands can be provided for

handling other predefined messages. These may include communicating the part

assignment, making inquiries about the processing status, providing data to the

operator or to a planning module, reassigning parts and so on.

5.5.3   The equipment modules
The equipment modules can further be classified into subtypes depending on the

type of equipment being controlled. These subtypes could be the machine tool modules,

robot modules, the PLC modules, and the measuring machine modules. The operation

of these modules are described below

The machine tool module:  The machine tool module is responsible for the setup, cycle

control, and management of the machine it controls. In addition, a machine module

participates in the cooperative determination of the routing and sequencing decisions

and also coordinates with the material handling module for part transfer. The machine

control functions of the machine tool module include the execution of setup procedures,

controlling the processing cycles and equipment modes of operation, management of

the machine tool resources like tools and programs, and error management. To perform

these functions, the language should have features that enable changing tools,

transferring programs, cycle control, changing the mode of operation machining,

resetting the machine to a known status, updating tool life data, managing the part

program files, reading machine parameters, variables, and status, and so on.

For the determination of the operation selection and routing of a part, the machine tool

module may receive a bid request message from the director module containing  the
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processing record for the concerned part. The machine module may then check to see if

the resources needed to perform the operation are available. These resources include

tools, programs, data, and so on. If these are available and the machine is also finished

processing on its current part and has no bids outstanding, a positive bid response is

sent. If the machine module decides that the part cannot be processed immediately,

then no response is sent. After the response is sent, if the director decides to assign the

operation to a machine, it sends a P message indicating the assignment. If the machine

module receives a P message with the node to be processed is tagged with its own

name, it starts the setup, transfer, and processing sequence for that part. If the operation

field contains the name of another module, then it is assumed that the part has been

assigned elsewhere and the machine module terminates the transaction. If the module

already has bid for some parts, it can still bid for other parts until the assignment for one

of these parts is received.

To affect part transfer, the machine module sends off a T message to the material

handling entity containing the part type, the pickup machine and its own dropoff location

along with any other transfer specific information to the robot module. When the material

handler is ready to transfer the part to the machine it returns a T message which refers

to the original T message sent by the machine module. This indicates the imminent

transfer and the material handling module and the machine module start the

synchronization process. This synchronization can be achieved as stated before by

either a synchronous messaging link between the two modules, or by executing part

transfer programs on the corresponding equipment controllers. Finally, the machine tool

modules are responsible for communicating their status and processing information to

the director module.

The measuring machine module:  The CMM operations are part of the process plan

therefore this module is very similar to the machine tool module. Specifically, the

functions of this module are to affect the part transfer through the bidding process

although there is often only one machine which can perform the measuring operation.

After bidding for a part, the CMM should interact with the robot or material handling

module to affect the part transfer. The way these two are implemented are exactly

similar to the machine tool module. Once the part is transferred, the selection of the
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probes and inspection programs, the control of the measurement cycle are all similar to

the machine tool module.

The robot (material handler) control module:  The robot module directs the robot

control by selecting and executing transfer programs, dynamically setting gripper types

and pickup/dropoff locations, and part orientations. The robot module is informed of

transfer requirements by the T messages. For affecting part transfer, the robot module

should receive a T message from both the machine module from which the part needs to

be transferred and the module to which the part is to be transferred. This double

checking is necessary to ensure that both the machines are in the right state for part

transfer. As the robot module has knowledge of the part transfer plans, it becomes

possible to detect deadlocks and appropriate notification and recovery approaches can

be executed.

For each transfer, the robot module can obtain information about the gripping

procedures, part orientations, exact pickup and dropoff locations. This information can

be obtained from a database or by interfacing with a sensory system such as a vision

system.

The PLC module:  The PLC control module interfaces with any PLC incorporated in the

system. Often the purpose is to initiate material transfer, as the PLCs are used to control

material transport devices like conveyors. The material transfer procedure is as

described under the robot module description. The special function tasks provided for

the PLC module include the reading and writing of variables, the selection of recipes,

and read/write operations on sensors and actuators.

Language requirements for the equipment modules: The primary function of the

equipment modules is the control of the equipment. In addition, they interact with the

other modules. Therefore the language should have features to support both these

functions.

1. The equipment control features of the language are numerous and depend on the

type of equipment. Mostly these deal with specific actions to be performed in the

equipment such as a tool change, or to obtain and record information about the

manufacturing process such as the updating of the life of a machine tool’s tool set.
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This implies that the functions which are chosen in the control program could be

executed either by translating them into forms the equipment controller can process

or by downloading and executing special programs for each such command.

2. Other features which do not directly involve the equipment controller such as

algorithms for detection of deadlocks, or tool life management etc are relatively

straightforward and are provided by the language as part of its general function set.

3. The implementation of the equipment functions that involve communication with the

equipment is complex because of the heterogeneity described previously. The

language functions, design and implementation should be such that the capabilities

of a variety of equipment are represented in a very general form by the

corresponding cell control module and thus the details are hidden from the rest of the

cell control system. The capabilities, communication protocols, and communication

languages differ from equipment to equipment and constitute the most formidable

challenge to the design of a general language. The conceived solutions to this

problem are presented separately.

5.6     Description of the working of the modular structure
In this section, the interactions of the modules in achieving the control logic is

described using several scenarios which could occur in a flexible manufacturing cell.

These examples describe the way in which the proposed modularity for the language will

function. The variations of the inter-module interactions with the model of interaction viz.

hierarchical, heterarchical, or modified hierarchical are described with a emphasis on the

modified hierarchical form.

Scenario 1: Selection of the next operation on a part

The selection of the next operation to be performed on a part and its assignment to a

particular machine can be performed in several ways. The first way is the cooperative

decision making of the modules initiated by the director module. In this case the flexibility

possible in the part’s process plan and the decision making is considered in the

supervisory control itself  without any external decision making entity. In the second case

the part processing decisions are made by an external entity which may be a planning

and scheduling entity, a human operator, or some other external higher level controller.

In this case, the supervisory controller just executes the decision taken externally and
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supports the decision maker by providing reports on the system status. The working of

the supervisory controller modules in both these cases is described.

In the first case the decision making depends on the model of interaction chosen for

the modules. The director module can obtain from the part’s process plan record, the

possible operation nodes which can be performed next. The machines which can

perform these operations are also determined. To these machines a B (bid) message is

sent along with the part record in which the operation for which the bid is requested is

tagged with a predefined code. As the machine tool modules receive the bid messages

from the director, they have to decide whether to answer the bid request. This decision

may be implementation dependent and may include such criteria as whether the

machine is idle, whether the resources required for the operation are available, whether

the machine module has any previous bid responses outstanding and so on. Once the

decision that the operation can be undertaken on the machine is taken, the machine

module responds to the bid by sending a B message (with reference to the original B

message from the director) to the director with possible additional information like the

time at which the machine could start this operation.

As the director module receives these responses to its bid request, it needs to award

the bid to one of the modules depending on some implementation specific criteria. In

awarding the bid, the director may have a built in preference to a particular operation or

to a particular machine, or may decide based on the timing information, or may just

award the bid on a first come basis. Once a particular bid response is chosen, a P

(process)message is sent to all the modules with the node that is being decided on

tagged with the name of the chosen machine. The chosen machine module then goes

ahead with the part processing while the other machine modules terminate the

transaction. With this the responsibility of the director ends for that particular stage of the

part’s process plan unless some error occurs in the module to which the bid is awarded.

It is the responsibility of the module to which the operation is awarded to set up its

machine and arrange for part transfer by interacting with the material handling module.

The machine module may send status messages to the director during processing and

will send a complete message after processing so that the director can initiate the

process for deciding on the next operation.
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In the case of the hierarchical model of interaction, all the part operation selection

and assignment decisions are taken in the director itself and once the operation and

machine are identified, the director sends a P (process award) message to the machine

which then complies with this directive. For the heterarchical model, the director instead

of selecting the machines to receive the bid request, instead broadcasts the bid to all the

possible machines and the machine modules work between themselves to decide on the

next operation. Therefore the director module just acts a initiator the process but has

very little decision making capabilities.

In the second case where the part processing decisions are taken outside of the

supervisory controller, the process is much simplified as the director module upon

receiving the decision just sends the P process award message to the chosen machine

whose responsibility it is to execute the operation.

Scenario 2: Part Transfer

Part transfer requires the coordination and synchronization between several entities.

In the modified hierarchical model of interaction, the part transfer is performed entirely by

the interaction of the machine module and the material handling module.

When a machine module has a part operation awarded to it, it also receives the

part’s processing record during the bidding process. The current location of the part can

be obtained from this record. If the current location is at the machine controlled by the

module itself, then no part transfer is necessary. If not, the machine module sends a T

(transfer) message to the material handling module requesting the part transfer. The T

message contains the type of part to be transferred and the name of the source location

also. The material handling module upon receiving this message checks if the source

entity is also ready to have the part transferred. The source entity may be another

machine, a buffer, or a cell entry point. If the source is a buffer or a entry point, the

material handling module is ready to make the transfer. If the source is another machine,

the material handling module waits till it receives a T message from that machine

indicating its readiness for part transfer.

Once both the source and the destination are ready for part transfer, the robot first

sends the transfer indication T message to the source followed by both the modules
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performing the transfer procedures. As described previously the synchronization and

coordination required for part transfer can be performed two ways. A low level

synchronization can be achieved by common digital ports and the coordination achieved

by the two transfer programs on the equipment controllers. A higher level

synchronization can be achieved by setting up a synchronous transaction between the

machine module and the material transfer module while the coordination logic is also

embedded in the corresponding modules. The modules communicate and synchronize

with each other to perform the respective actions on the machines they control to affect

part transfer. The material handling module also requires to set itself up for the  transfer

with the appropriate gripping procedures, obtaining the accurate locations of pickup and

dropoff, and part orientation and so on.

Once the pickup is complete at the source, the material handling module sends a T

message to the destination machine module containing a reference to the original T

message from that module. Once this is done, the dropoff is performed in a manner

similar to the pickup.

Scenario 3: Error in machine during setup after part assignment is made

While setting up the machine, errors may arise. These include problems with tool

changes, loss of part programs and so on. If the setup and thus the processing are not

possible the part then needs to be reassigned. If the only possible operation is on the

machine then human intervention by way of repair and maintenance is necessary for

further processing on the part. When the problems with setup are recognized, the

machine module sends and E (error) message to the director module which could then

repeat the assignment procedure with the exclusion of the current machine. The

machine module would also notify the human operator of the error occurrence and may

seek help to rectify it.

Scenario 4: Error during part transfer after part assignment is made

Errors during part transfer may occur frequently. These errors may include the

source machine not verifying the part transfer by sending its own transfer message,

deadlocking, or more catastrophic errors while performing the physical transfer of the

part. There are several solutions to this problem just as there are several possible

causes to the problem. In the case of the origin machine not sending the transfer
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message, it is possible that the message was lost in transmission and it may be

necessary for the machine module to resend the message. A robust implementation

would do this. In case the message is still not received after a certain period of time, the

robot may on its own initiative send a T message to the source module. If the source

responds to the message then the problem is cleared. In case of deadlocks, the robot

may take deadlock resolution approaches such as transferring one of the parts randomly

to a buffer. If there are no ready deadlock approaches available, the machine module

may send an error message to the director thus causing reassigning of the part which

may resolve the deadlock. If none of the built in error recovery approaches succeed,

then the human operator may need to be informed.

Scenario 5: Deadlocking of the material handling system

As the material handling system receives the part transfer requests from the various

machine modules, it constructs part transfer graphs thus enabling the detection of

deadlocks. If there are any deadlock resolution facilities such a buffers, the material

handling system may take such an action completely transparent to the machine

modules and successfully complete the part transfer. If there are no such recovery

approaches, the material handling module may inform the corresponding modules of the

deadlocking via a D (deadlock) message with the possibility of resolving the deadlock by

reassigning of the parts. The machine modules upon receiving this message may do just

that by sending a E message of their own to their own to the director module thus

causing part reassignment.

Scenario 6: Errors while processing the part

As a part is being processed, several errors might occur at the machine. Some might

be accidental such as the breaking of tools while others may be faults in the part

programs which are discovered during measuring operations on the machine. When

these errors occur, the machine module has to evaluate if the part needs to be scrapped

or if a rework is possible. Accordingly a E message is sent to the director module with

the information to scrap or rework the part. The errors like breakage of tools can be

resolved by the machine module itself or the error is communicated to the human

operator or to an external intelligent entity.
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5.7     The communication problem
The problem of communicating with heterogeneous equipment controllers with

proprietary communication protocols, and connected in a variety of data transfer

environments is a significant hurdle in developing cell control systems. This problem can

be considered at two levels. The first is the actual physical transfer of data, and the

second is the extraction of information from this data.

Since each module in the cell control has exclusive interaction with the device

controller it is associated with, the location of the module in relation to the equipment

controller, and the communication link between the two has a great bearing on the

physical communication. There are three possible configurations depending on the

equipment capabilities and the communication hardware employed.

1.  In the first configuration, the cell control module executes on a digital computer and

is connected to the equipment controller or PLC by a serial link.

2.  In the second case, the module executes on a digital computer that is connected to

the machine controller by a Local Area Network. Modern equipment controllers

support LAN connectivity which makes this configuration possible.

3.  In the third case, both the cell control module and the device controller execute on

the same computer without the necessity of a communication link. This would be

possible with a PC based CNC for example.

The second problem of communicating the data in a manner that can be understood

by both sides has two further considerations. Firstly, the language uses a unique form

for its commands and the responses it expects to receive, just as the equipment

controller also has its own forms. Therefore a translation process is necessary for

converting language commands into controller commands, and controller responses into

forms defined in the language. Secondly, each equipment controller supports its own

protocol of headers, trailers, special characters, and message sizes and all data

communication with the equipment controller has to conform to this.

This implies that a communication front-end is required for each module in order to

communicate with the device controller. The requirements of such a front-end are to:

1.  Perform physical transfer of data between the control module and the device

controller in the different configurations.
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2.  Communicate with the device controller utilizing its specific protocol.

3.  Translate the language commands into a form recognizable to the device controller

and similarly, translate the controller messages into a form understood by the

language implementation system.

The problem of physical transfer of data is a simple one for any of the

module/equipment configurations described. In case of a serial connection between the

two, there exist numerous applications that drive data transfer over serial lines. Each

module that is connected via a serial link can communicate using these serial port

transfer programs. Depending on the equipment, the transfer rate, and the parity

schemes used may have to be customized for each such link. In case the module and

equipment are connected in a LAN environment, the problem is again simple as the

existence of a LAN implies the existence of communication software at each node which

provides a data transfer capability irrespective of the physical LAN configuration or the

protocol standard used. In the third case where the module and the equipment controller

execute on the same computer, there is no necessity of a communication link at all. Data

transfer can be performed by the inter-program data exchange facilities that most

operating systems provide.

The second requirement is to communicate the data in the protocol required by the

equipment. Each make of equipment controller may have its own conventions, use of

special characters, message structure and so on. Therefore the communicating module

should use this protocol so that the equipment controller understands the data that has

been sent. However this is not a big problem as there are several vendors that develop

such communication interfaces for the major makes of equipment controllers and PLCs.

These applications take the data that needs to be transferred and impose on it the

protocols required by the equipment controller and do the reverse process for data from

the controller.

Finally the third problem of translating the generic language commands into forms

that can be understood by the equipment controller and vice versa has to be achieved

by a translator program. The complexity of this task depends on the commands

supported  by the equipment controller. Sometimes a one to one mapping from the
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language commands to the equipment commands would suffice, while at other times a

fairly elaborate translation into multiple commands may be necessary.

5.8     The language implementation system
It is envisaged that a front-end is required for each module to  communicate with the

cell device. The language implementation system provides this front-end, and the

communication with each of the cell devices is specified and tailored in the

implementation system independent of the logic specification. Therefore, the logic

specification and the communication problem are decoupled in the envisaged working of

the language. This customization of the implementation system would involve the

selection of the external communication applications, translation files for mapping

language functions and messages between the module and the device controller, and

the definition of sensors and actuators.

1. Communication programs: For each equipment controller in the domain of a cell

control module, applications that enable the exchange of data is necessary. These

applications could be unique to that equipment and provided by the equipment

manufacturer or a vendor, or they could be general applications for serial link or LAN

communications. These applications have to be identified for the language

implementation system to exchange information with the device controllers. The

settings for the communication could include the identification of a port on the host

computer where the equipment would sent its status and other data so that the cell

controller could map the data from that port to the corresponding cell control module.

Other environment settings could include the selection of the data transfer rates, the

acknowledgment and handshaking protocols, and the frequency of polling.

2. Translation files: The translation files are necessary to map language commands to

equipment, and equipment messages to the control environment. These should

include every function expected to be used in the program so that no run-time errors

result. It is the requirement of the implementation environment to provide tools that

enable the easy and rapid development of these translation files.

3. Sensors and Actuators: Sensors and actuators in the cell may need to be accessed

independently of the part programs of the equipment controllers. For example, a tool

changer may need to be advanced from the cell controller. The most convenient way

of doing this is to access and monitor these devices as local data structures in the
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control program modules. This implies that it is necessary to map these local

variables to the actual devices via the implementation system. The implementation

system can access the sensors and actuators using interface cards or other

hardware and then perform the mapping to the language structures in a transparent

manner.

5.9     Equipment state representation
A required feature of the language is a structure for representing the state of the

device controlled by a module. This structure would have to concisely represent state

information like the mode and cycle status, part transfer status, equipment availability

and repair information and so on. The information in this state representation is

continually updated by the corresponding module upon receiving the status and

acknowledgment messages from the equipment controller and could be used for local

decision making by the cell module, and for reporting purposes by the director module.

The possible fields of such a structure could include: PoweredUp, Reset,

ManualControl, AutomaticControl for mode information. IdleWithPart, IdleWithoutPart,

ExpectingCycle, OngoingCycle,  CycleComplete, CyclePaused, ExpectingTransfer,

OngoingTransfer for cycle state information, and FullOperation, PartialOperation, Failed,

ScheduledMaintenance, OngoingRepair, and AboutToFail  for operation status.
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6.  Language Specification

The programming model, the structure of the language, and the features required

were identified in the previous chapters. After this is done, a detailed specification of the

language features and their syntax can be developed. Accordingly, this chapter is

concerned with the specific language features, functions, and data structures that enable

the development of control programs and also describes their syntax and semantics.

Section 6.1 describes the classification of the proposed language features into groups

based on their usage in the programming model. The data structure for specifying the

process plans and production data is discussed in section 6.2. Section 6.3 describes the

language features for manipulating and using the part data records, while the functions

for inter-module communication are described in section 6.4. The language features for

machine control for each class of machines are presented in section 6.5. Finally in

section 6.6, an example program to control a typical flexible manufacturing cell is

presented. This program is also described in outline to indicate the control actions taking

place.

6.1     Classification of the language features
The achievement of cell control by the interaction of the program modules, which

was described in the previous chapter, can be summarized as follows. The process plan

of each part type drives the decision making, and the part record derived from the

process plan serves as the means for communication between the modules, and for

recording the history and status of the part. Once the overall control task is established

by the cooperative decision making between the modules, each module executes its

particular task by direct communication with the machine or equipment it controls. This

communication involves control and monitoring commands to the equipment controller,

which returns response and reporting messages.

Therefore, the language design and features should enable the modularity, the part

program driven decision making and inter-module communication, logic within the

modules, and real-time communication between a module and its corresponding

equipment controller. These requirements are the basis for classifying the language

features as follows.
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1. The first class of features are the data structures for specifying the process plan and

the types of information associated with each node of the process plan. Once the

process plan template is specified, it can be used to derive the part records for parts

of that type by the program modules.

2. The second class comprises the language features for the manipulation of the part

records within the modules. These include creation and deletion, read, write, and

modify operations that are required as parts enter, get processed, and leave the cell.

Other high level operations include comparison of part records and the identification

of specific data like the current operation and machine from the records.

3. The third class of features are the general features required for constructing the logic

within the modules. These include common features like conditional statements and

loops, as well as constructs specific to cell control.

4. The fourth class of language features is necessary for communication between the

modules. These include features for the construction of messages and their transfer,

extraction of the messages by the recipient from its message queue, and the parsing

of the messages for the extraction of specific fields and sub-fields of the message.

5. The fifth class of features comprises those for the direct control of cell equipment by

the program modules. This control includes the transfer of data files, real-time control

commands, and the monitoring of equipment attributes. The standardized responses

from the equipment that the control program expects are also included here.

6.2     Defining process plans and other production data
As described previously, the process plan is represented in the cell control programs

as a character string description of the directed graph representation. This string

representation is one component of a data structure that includes other data and

information associated with a process plan. The requirements of such a data structure

include a small size and flexibility that enable the inter-module communication, and the

facility for tags to be associated with each node to hold such information as the current

processing state, processing times and so on. The global process plan representation is

a template from which the local records used for inter-module communication and for

maintaining system state, can be derived. Consider the process plan graph shown in

figure 5 :
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Figure 5: Example Process Plan Graph

The data structure for the process plan shown above can be represented as a string

in the following form:

S and 1 or ((2 or (3,4)), (5 and 6)) and 7 and F.

The process plan is executed by dynamically constructing a path through the graph,

with the decision to select a particular node over others achieved by the control logic.

Such a decision depends on the state of the system and the control logic. There may be

several tags associated with each node of the process plan giving such information as

the location where the node is being processed, the state of the processing, the start

and end times of the operation, inspection data and so on. This information can be of

different data types. The template gives all this information to any module that wants to

construct a local data structure for a part of a specific type. To allow for flexibility, the

name of the tags as well as the data types are user defined.

When specifying the process plan template to the control program, the data for each

possible operation to be performed on the part also needs to be provided. This data

includes the machines on which the operation can be performed, the type of tool

required, the location of the part program and part setup files, the process parameters

like speeds and feeds and so on.  With these considerations, a part record template can

be developed as follows exemplifying the above process plan graph.

S 1

2 3

4

5 6

7 F
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GLOBAL PART_RECORD <partName>  [

      PLAN: S and 1 or ((2 or (3,4)), (5 and 6)) and 7 and F

    OP_DETAIL:   1 � {<machineID>, <toolID>, <partProgramPath>, <processDataFile>}
                             2 � {<machineID>, <toolID>, <partProgramPath>, <processDataFile>}
                             3 � {<machineID>, <toolID>, <partProgramPath>, <processDataFile>}

4 � {<machineID>, <toolID>, <partProgramPath>, <processDataFile>}
5 � {<machineID>, <toolID>, <partProgramPath>, <processDataFile>}
6 � {<machineID>, <toolID>, <partProgramPath>, <processDataFile>}
7 � {<machineID>, <toolID>, <partProgramPath>, <processDataFile>}

TAG_LIST:   
<variable1>  :  <dataType>;
<variable2>  :  <dataType>;
<variable3>  :  <dataType>;
…

]

The example part record specification given above has all the details that a part

record should have. Specifically, the part type is identified and the process plan graph of

the part is specified in a string format. The details of each individual operation in the

process plan are detailed in the OP_DETAIL fields. These details include the cell

equipment on which the operation can be performed, the identity or description of the

tool to be used, the location of the part program and the operation parameters. Further,

all the tags that are identified as being necessary for the current application are also

specified along with their corresponding data type. Therefore, the above format for

specifying the part record is comprehensive in indicating all the information required for

the processing of the part.

In the operation details description, the information on the part programs and the

process data could be directory paths to the corresponding files, or they could be

pointers to local variables. In case the part programs are specified in the cell control

program itself, special data types are required to handle such large records.

The part record template described above could be used to generate global and local

part records for each part of that type entering the cell. While creating these part

records, not all of the information specified in the part record needs to be created in the

template. For example, the information on the operation details is the same for each part

of that type and can be accessed from the template without repeating the information in

the individual records.
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6.3     Part record functions
After the part record template has been specified, it is necessary to create, access,

and manipulate part records based on this template. This section details some language

functions that are designed for this.

The dot operator : The dot operator is used to create function chains or data structure

access chains by concatenation of the functions or data structure paths. The dot

operator can be used in a mixed fashion viz. both functions and data access in the same

line. For example, functions can be concatenated as shown below with the result of the

function to the left transferred as an argument to the succeeding function on the right.

PID.nextNode(1).machList.next;

In the above, PID refers to the part record of some part in the system. All the other fields

are specified language functions each performing its particular task and/or returning a

value. The value returned by the function ‘nextNode(1)’ is passed as an argument to the

function ‘machList’ and the result returned by ‘machList’ is passed as an argument to the

function ‘next’. If one of the earlier functions in the concatenated chain does not return a

value then an error results. Accessing a data structure such as a part record or an inter-

module message is also similarly performed.

e.g. PID.<nodeName>.<tagName>[tagIndices];

Message_ID.Sender;

CreateRecord : The function ‘CreateRecord’ is designed to enable the creation of a local

part record of any part type in any module. The part record template should already have

been specified. Based on this template, a local record is created for the part

incorporating only those information fields that are non-global. This means that the

specification of the production programs and other process data are not reproduced in

the local part record as they are necessarily unchanging. Therefore the local part record

may only contain the process plan record and the empty tag fields corresponding to

each node. This function takes as argument the part type and returns a string which is

the ‘Part_ID’ of that particular part.

e.g.   PID := CreateRecord(<Part Type>);
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Part_ID : This function returns the unique string associated with each part record that

identifies the part.

e.g. PID := <Part Record>.Part_ID;

Node_ID:  This function returns the unique string associated with each node in the

process plan graph.

e.g.   NID := <Part Record>.NextNode(1);

Copy:  This function may be used to copy the whole of a local part record in one module

to a local part record in another module. This is most useful in copying data from the part

record sent as part of a message, or to initialize a local part record with data from the

main record.

e.g. Examples of the use of the above function include

        PID.copy (PID.mainRec);

        PID.copy(<Message>.Part_ID.mainRec);

CurrentNode : This function returns the ID of the current node being processed. Since a

ID is returned, the return value is a string.

e.g. nodeName := <Part Record>.CurrentNode;

NumNextNodes : This function returns the number of successor nodes to the current

node being processed. Therefore it returns and integer.

e.g.    n := <Part Record>.<Node_ID>. NumNextNodes;

          n := <Part Record>. NumNextNodes;

NextNode( <igz>); This function accesses the successor node specified by the number

in the parentheses. This number corresponds to the position of the node in the

parentheses while specifying the process plan.

e.g. nodeName := <Part Record>.nextNode(3);

      <Part Record>.nextNode(k).AssignProcess;

PrevNode : PrevNode returns the previous node to the current node which was executed

in the process plan of the part.

e.g. nodeName := <Part Record>.prevNode;
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MainRec : This function returns the main record for a particular part maintained in one of

the modules. This main record should be defined and maintained in one of the modules

(usually the Director module) to contain the state and history data of the part at a single

location. This main record can be accessed by other modules for the purpose of

initializing their local records for the same part, or to obtain some history data.

e.g.  PID.CurrentNode.processTime := PID.MainRec.CurrentNode.processTime;

Clear : This function clears the values for the tag fields for any node which is identified.

e.g.   PID.CurrentNode.clear;

DeleteRecord : This function deletes the local part record for the part. This is probably

done after the processing of the part is completed at the machine controlled by the

particular module and the part has been transferred to a different location.

e.g. PID.DeleteRecord;

Location:  This function returns the cell device where the part is currently located.

e.g.  IndicateTransfer(PID.Location);

MachList:  This functions returns the list of possible machines (modules) that are

associated with a node.

e.g. anylist := PID.NextNode(1).machList;

ExistsResource : This function returns a boolean value stating if the machine specified

at a given node is present in the system or not.

e.g.   MachinePresent := PID.nextNode(k).existsResource;

6.4     Language features for construction and manipulation of messages
The emphasis placed on cooperative decision making between the modules makes

very important, the language features for the construction of messages, their

transmission and reception, and parsing at the recipient. The basic structure of the

messages has already been proposed and discussed in the previous chapter.  This

structure envisages five fields for each message as given below:
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1. The type of the message

2. The identity of the module which sends the message

3. The ID of the part the message is concerned with

4. The reference to a previous message that has been sent, if the current message is in

response to that previous message.

5. The actual content of the message.

Subsequently, the language features envisaged for the construction and

transmission of the messages using the above structure are described. Specific

language commands for particular types of messages such as ‘bid’ and ‘transfer’

messages are also identified.

SendMessage:  ‘SendMessage’ is a general message construction and transmission

command. The various fields of the message are passed as arguments to this function

which takes care of the construction of the message and its transmission via the

underlying communication link between the modules to the recipient module’s message

queue. Clearly, the recipient of the message must also be provided as an argument

along with the fields of the message itself.

e.g. To return a bid to the director module, one of the equipment modules could use a

statement like this:

SendMessage(‘Director’, ‘B’, self, ref(PID), ref(PID.prevMsg), PID);

PID is assumed to be the local record identifier of the part under consideration. The

arguments to the ‘SendMessage’ are mostly self explanatory. The ‘ref’ functions return

the reference, or the name of a particular entity. In this case it is used to identify the part,

and the previous message sent to the current module concerning this part. The main

field of this message is the local record of this part with a node tag indicating the

acceptance/rejection of the bid.

ConstructMessage:  The arguments to this function are similar to the above function

except that the recipient of the message is not necessary. This is because this function

is used to construct a message and assign it to a local data structure. The constructed

message could be later sent using the ‘SendMessage’ function.
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GetMessage:  This function is used to extract messages from the message queue of a

module. The arguments to this function are an ordered listing of message types. This

order is followed when extracting the messages from a queue containing more than one

message.

e.g. GetMessage(A,E,B,T,P);

This function gets the earliest alarm message, if any. If there are no alarm messages,

the earliest error message is returned. If there are no error messages either, then the

earliest bid message is returned and so on.

RequestBid:  This function is a macro like function which can be used to send the

request for bids to all those modules whose associated equipment is capable of

executing one of the next possible steps of the part’s process plan. This function takes

as argument the reference to the local part record of the part. The machines which can

perform the processing steps of the successor nodes of the current node are identified

and a request bid message is sent to each one of them.

e.g.  if PID.currentNode.processingStatus = “Finished” and PID.NumNextNodes>1
             then

RequestBid(PID);
             end;
The function RequestBid can be constructed using the previously defined ‘NextNode’

and ‘SendMessage’ functions as can be seen below

from k := 1;
until k > PID.NumNextNodes
loop

SendMessage(PID.nextNode(k), ‘B’, self, ref(PID), void, PID);
k := k+1;

end;

ReturnBid:  The function ReturnBid can be used by the equipment modules to return a

positive or a negative reply to the bid requesting module. The arguments expected by

this function are the reference to the part under consideration and the decision on the

bid viz. true to accept or false to reject.

e.g. ReturnBid(ref(PID), False);

AssignProcess:  This function may be used to award the process to one of the

equipment modules after evaluating the bids received for the process. Therefore, this

function would take as arguments the part under consideration and the reference to the
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module which is to perform the identified process. An updated part record would be part

of the message with the winning module identified as the processing entity for the next

step. All the modules to which the initial request bids were sent also receive this

message and they would drop this part from their immediate bid waiting list while the

awarded module would go ahead and perform the operation.

e.g. AssignProcess(PID, <module_ID>);

AcceptProcess:  This function when applied to a bid message returns a boolean value

indicating whether the sender has accepted the bid or otherwise.

e.g. if <message ID>.AcceptProcess
       then AssignProcess(<message ID>.part_ID.mainRec, <message ID>.sender);
       end;

RequestTransfer:  This function is used to request a part transfer to the material

handling module. The argument is the part record. This function will determine if the

move is a pickup or a dropoff from the part record.

e.g. RequestTransfer(PID);

IndicateTransfer:  This function when applied to a transfer message returns a boolean

value depending on the indication of transfer by the sender.

e.g. <message ID>.IndicateTransfer;

SendAlarm:  This function is used to communicate critical failure situations inside the

cell or outside it to all the equipment modules. Each of the modules could then take their

local and independent actions. This function could take as arguments the specific cell

modules to which this alarm message should be sent along with a alarm code whose

meaning is user defined.

e.g. SendAlarm(‘all’);

       SendAlarm(‘Module_Robot’, ‘Module_KTM’, <alarm code>);

SendInquiry:  This function can be used to request the current state and processing

activity as well as historical data since a certain time from each equipment module for

the purpose of report generation by the director module. The requested data is sent in

the form of predefined data structures which can be used by the director to automatically
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generate the reports. The arguments to this function are the target modules and a code

indicating the type of report requested.

e.g. SendInquiry(‘all’, <inquiry code>); SendInquiry(‘Module_Robot’, ‘Module_KTM’);

SendError: This function can be used to send the error messages. The arguments are

the target modules(s) and the error code or error specific information which is user

defined.

e.g. SendError(<module_ID>, <error code>);

SendOperator : This function can be used to send messages to the operator module or

to a graphical user interface that interacts with the operator. The arguments to this

function are user defined.

e.g. SendOperator(“Tool Life of: “, TID, “ is critical. Please change”);

CellStartup: This function is used to send the startup messages to the equipment

modules in response to some user initiated startup command. The equipment modules

could then perform local startup operations on their equipment in response to this

command. The arguments could be the target modules and any user defined code.

e.g. Startup(‘all’)

CellShutdown:  This command can be used to notify the equipment modules the

requirement of a cell shutdown due to some user instruction or due to alarms and errors

in the cell.

6.5     General language constructs
Besides the specific groups of functions for the various aspects of cell control, some

general functions are also necessary for basic programming operations like conditional

branching, looping, variable and data structure declaration, and  code encapsulation.

These functions are described below.

Conditional Branching:  The conditional branching is the common ‘if…..then…...else’

form which could be concisely expressed as follows.
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if  condition_1
then

statementList_1
elseif condition_2
then

statementList_2
-
-
elseif condition_n     Optional
then

statementList_n
else

statementList
endif;

The conditions in the above description are logical conditions whose result evaluates to

a boolean ‘True’ or ‘False’. The statement lists are groups of executable statements with

possible nested structures. The additional conditions in the ‘elseif’ branches as well as

the default ‘else’ branch are optional.

Conditional Branching (The Switch construct):  The switch construct is a concise way

of expressing an ‘if…then….else’ statement with numerous conditions.

Switch ConditionValue
Case value1:

StatementList_1
Case value2:

StatementList_2
-
-
Case valuen:

StatementList_n
endSwitch;

The StatementList corresponding to the value that matches the ConditionValue is the
one which is executed.

Looping:  The loop constructs enable the repeated execution of a collection of

statements based on the value of a logical expression. The looping structure could be

concisely expressed in the following form.

from initialExpression
until logicalCondition
loop

StatementList
endLoop;
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The statements that constitute the body of the loop are executed repeatedly until the

logical condition evaluates to true.

Polling:  Polling is an infinite loop that executes a set of statements. This may be needed

for example, to fetch new messages from the message queue whose arrival is not

indicated.

               PollingLoop

               StartPolling

                       <loop body>

               EndPolling;

The ‘Macro’ construct: Within a module a certain code segment may need to be

executed several times. For example, in an equipment module, the setup procedures

may need to be repeatedly performed as new parts come in to be processed. This group

of statements can be encapsulated as a macro which could then be called repeatedly to

execute the instructions it contains. Therefore the macro construct is analogous to

functions in programming languages. The macro could also take some arguments and

return a result to the calling statement.

Macro <Name> (<arguments list>)
StartMacro
                <Body statements>
EndMacro

A macro can be called by its name. It is also possible to call the macro after a delay by

using the ‘call’ feature.

e.g.    Process_Message(msg.Type, msg.MainField);
          CheckAssignment.call(20, PID);    Calls macro after 20 seconds.

The ‘Module’ Construct:  The module construct is used for both specifying as well

constructing modules. The execution environment of the language should be informed of

the number of modules, their names, and the overall decision making structure. This

should be done at the earliest so that the inter-module communications are immediately

enabled. Other information includes the specification of  the communication link between

modules, in case they execute on different machines. This specification  of the

communication link could involve the address of a machine or a communication socket.
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After the initial specification of the modules, the actual modules themselves are specified

in a simple manner by just enclosing them between a declaration and an end.

Declaration of the modules:

Configuration Modules [<list of modules>];
Specification of communication relations:

CommRelations   [
<moduleA> -> <moduleB>: <boolean >;
----------------
]

Use of the modules
Module <module name>
StartModule

<module body>;
EndModule;

The ‘Waitfor’ construct:  This construct is designed for suspending an execution thread.

Within a module, it may be necessary to wait for a certain action to finish, or  for an

acknowledgment message from other modules or from the device controller before a

logical process can execute further. This can be achieved using the ‘Waitfor’ statement.

The current control thread is suspended at this statement, but other actions in the

module such as message parsing, and equipment monitoring will continue. A waiting

time can also be specified.

     Waitfor <logical condition>  time <time in seconds>;

Arrays and Lists:  Two dimensional arrays and one dimensional lists are necessary to

store, access, and manipulate data. This data could include for example, tools and tool

life information, maintenance information, reports and statistics collected by the

modules, monitoring information and so on.  These structures can be declared as follows

with type referring to the data type of each column.

      <array name> : array[<type>, <type>, ….., <type>];

      <list name>: list[<type>];

The arrays and lists can be written to or read from using the indices of their cells.

Additionally, it is possible to use pre-defined functions like ‘push’, ‘pop’, ‘next’, and ‘read’

for lists.

e.g.   k := ToolData[5,3];    BufferfList.push(SensorValue.next);

State_Vector: The state vector is a special data structure to hold the current the current

state of a cell equipment. The fields of this vector are user defined, but can be grouped
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into sets of mutually exclusive states. When the equipment explicitly enters one of the

states in a group, the rest of the states are automatically set to their default values by the

language.

e.g.   STATE_VECTOR.CREATE [
GROUP [MANUALCONTROL: BOOLEAN; AUTOCONTROL=TRUE:BOOLEAN];
GROUP [FULLOP=TRUE:BOOLEAN;  PARTIALOP: BOOLEAN;  FAILED: BOOLEAN;  SCHEDMAINT:
BOOLEAN;  ONGOINGREPAIR: BOOLEAN;  ABOUTTOFAIL: BOOLEAN];
GROUP [IDLEWITHPART:BOOLEAN; IDLEWITHOUTPART=TRUE:BOOLEAN; EXPECTINGCYCLE:
BOOLEAN;  ONGOINGCYCLE: BOOLEAN;  EXPECTINGTRANSFER: BOOLEAN; ONGOINGTRANSFER:
BOOLEAN;  PAUSEDCYCLE: BOOLEAN];
POWEREDUP=TRUE: BOOLEAN;  RESET=TRUE: BOOLEAN; ]

6.6     Equipment interaction functions
This section lists the equipment interaction functions for sending directives to the

equipment and to receive and act upon feedback from the equipment.  This is the most

difficult as well as amorphous portion of the effort as the equipment interactions are

dependent on the equipment capabilities and the communication mechanism.  The

language implementation system should be customized for each module-device pair so

that the commands and responses can be physically transmitted and translated into the

specific forms. The most basic features required for equipment interaction are given

below. The capabilities of the device controller determines which of these features can

be used in the corresponding control module.

Map_To_Device:  This function is used to map a data structure in the language to a

sensor or actuator, the communication with which has been customized in the language

execution environment. Sensors such as a bar code reader can be mapped to a data

structure such as a list and the language will push the value of the sensor into the list

each time it changes. Actuators such as a clamp can be mapped to a variable in the

language and values can be assigned to this variable to change the setting of the

actuator correspondingly. Therefore, this function enables the treatment of these cell

devices as language structures for the purposes of monitoring and manipulation.

e.g.     Map_To_Device: <data structure>  ->  <device ID>

Download: The download function is used to transfer program files or data files to the

equipment controller. The arguments to this function depend on the way the language

execution environment was setup. One of the arguments should be the location of the

file to be transferred. Additional arguments may include the network location of the
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equipment controller or the calling mechanism for the external program that performs the

transfer.

e.g.   Download(“program location”, <port ID>);

Upload:  The upload function is used to transfer data or program files from the

equipment controller to an external data server. This function is similar to the download

function with similar arguments

e.g.    Upload(“file name”, “local name”);

Select:  This function is used to select one of the programs located at the device

controller. The selected program is loaded to the executable memory of the device

controller in preparation for a production cycle using the  program. The arguments to this

function are the location of the program and optionally, the port to which it is to be

loaded.

e.g. Select(<program location>, <port ID>);

StartCycle: This function is one of the cycle control functions. StartCycle starts the

program execution cycle on the equipment controller. The arguments to this function are

the ID of the port where the program is located and the time in seconds from the current

time when the cycle is to be started. This function returns a boolean value indicating the

success or failure of the operation.

e.g. StartCycle(<port ID>, <time in seconds>);

PauseCycle:  This function is used to pause the current equipment operation cycle until

an explicit resume function is executed or until a manual start is performed by the human

operator. The arguments to this function are the time in seconds from the current time

when the equipment cycle is to be paused. This function returns a boolean value

indicating the success or failure of the operation.

e.g. PauseCycle(<time in seconds>);

ResumeCycle:  ResumeCycle is used to resume a currently paused program execution

cycle on the equipment controller. This function takes the time in seconds from the

current time when the pause is to be ended as an argument and returns a boolean value

indicating the success or failure of the resumption.
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e.g. ResumeCycle(<time in seconds>);

AbortCycle:  AbortCycle is used to abandon the current production cycle and clear the

memory ports of all programs. This function may be used to affect the drastic shutdown

of the cell in response to alarms or errors. The argument to this function could be the

time in seconds from the current time when this function should be executed.

e.g. AbortCycle(<time in seconds>);

Reset:  This command is used to reset the equipment in preparation for the next

operation or a shutdown. This function could be executed as a command in the

equipment controller if supported, or by downloading and executing a program that

would do the task. Accordingly, the arguments to this function would include the time in

seconds from the current time when the reset is to be performed and the path to the part

program file that would perform the resetting actions. If the file path is not given, the

function is executed as a controller.

e.g. Reset(<time in seconds>);

Reset(<time in seconds>, <file path>);

GenerateReport:  This function can be used by the director or another module to

request the current module to generate a report of the module activities. This information

is formatted according to a predefined format and the collection of these reports could be

used by the director for its reporting tasks. The argument to this function  includes the

specific code for the information required and the time period under consideration.

e.g. GenerateReport(<information code>, <time period>);

ChangeTool: ChangeTool is used to change to a different tool in machines with tool

magazines or the capability to change tools. Like most equipment commands, it could be

executed as a command if supported by the device or could be implemented by

downloading and executing a program. Accordingly, the arguments to this function would

include the identity of the tool to be selected and for the second case, the path to the

part program to execute this function.

e.g. ChangeTool(<tool ID>, <file path>);
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UpdateToolLife:  This function could be used to update the tool life of all the tools in the

magazine. For the currently active tool, the tool life is increased by the time since the

start of the cycle. The boolean argument this function expects indicates whether the

times when the equipment was paused or failed is to be included.

e.g. UpdateToolLife(<boolean>);

CheckToolLife:  This function is used to check the tool life of the tool to verify its

availability. This function assumes that the tooling information is provided as the

language defined tool data structure. This function takes as argument, the ID of the tool

and returns a string value indicating “normal”, “critical”,  and “unavailable”.

e.g.       CheckToolLife(<tool ID>);

CheckDeadlock: This function takes as argument the part record of a part and returns if

the movement of this part is a branch of a deadlock cycle. The function returns a

boolean value indicating the presence or absence of a deadlock.

e.g. if CheckDeadlock(PID) = false
       then     IndicateTransfer(PID.CurrentLocation);
       end;

ChangeControl:  This function can be used to change the control of the equipment from

the cell control to the operator and vice versa. The argument indicates this transfer.

e.g. ChangeControl(<change>);

6.7     Application
The language constructs and features described previously are used to construct the

control program for a typical Flexible Manufacturing Cell. This program will illustrate the

working of the language features and the way in which they can be combined to obtain

the required functionality. Before describing the program, the working of the target FMC

is described along with the features and specifications of the equipment that make up

this conceptual cell. The basic configuration of the cell is given Figure 6.
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Figure 6: The cell configuration

The processing entities in the cell are the two machine tools labeled ‘MT1’ and ‘MT2’.

The material transport is performed by the robot ‘ROBOT’. Raw parts are transferred to

the cell at the input location ‘IN’ where a bar code reader identifies the type of each

incoming part and thus the process plan required. The finished parts are placed on the

output location ‘OUT’  while the buffer ‘BUFFER’ is used for in-process part storage and

for relieving material transport bottlenecks. The idea is that the cell produces complex

parts most of which need more than one production operation to achieve the required

shape. The machine tool ‘MT1’ is a basic low end CNC machine that is used for

performing the initial part shaping operation while the other machine tool ‘MT2’ is

assumed to be an advanced high-end CNC with an integrated PC that performs the

complex part shaping operations in addition to the initial operations. The Robot transfers

the parts between the various equipment and locations in the cell.

The capabilities of the entities in this example cell are chosen to be representative of

the equipment that are typically grouped to construct the manufacturing cells. These are

described below.

Cell Controller

MT1

MT2

BUFFER

ROBOT

IN OUT
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1. MT1: The capabilities of this equipment are chosen to typify a basic CNC machine.

Accordingly MT1 is capable of program transfer and accepting atomic commands for

cycle and mode control. Special communication programs are necessary to affect

part program transfer as well as command and response translation. It is assumed

that MT1 has no capability as regards the changing of tools and keeping track of

tool-life and other parameters. Therefore these actions have to be performed by the

cell control itself. Similarly part transfer has to be performed by a specific program

that communicates with the robot equipment by setting and reading digital values

that are accessible to both entities.

2. MT2: The machine tool MT2 is conceived as a highly capable CNC controlled tool

with a PC front end. The PC is the platform for several tool and equipment specific

applications that can be interfaced with from the cell controller. Therefore, several

language side commands could just be translated into forms accepted by these

applications which return the corresponding results.

3. ROBOT: The capabilities of the robot are also chosen to be typical of material

transfer robots used in manufacturing. The robot can perform any combination of

moves in the cell either by using a unique transfer program for each such move or by

receiving/calculating the pick-up and drop-off points as required. The robot also can

interface with sensory devices and actuators to coordinate the part transfer with the

other cell equipment. This is particularly important as the machine tools may have

such devices as doors, clamping devices, and the like which need to be controlled

from either the robot program or in coordination between the equipment to prevent

collisions. The robot is also assumed to have sensors that indicate the success or

failure of each move. The transfer of data to the robot is assumed to be performed by

a communication program unique to the robot which could be identified in the

program run-time environment for mapping each command.

Description of the application
 The example application is given in appendix A and has been divided into segments for

the purposes of descriptions. Each of the segments is described below.

Global Declarations

Segment 1: The part records of the two parts produced in the cell are specified here.

Each record has three fields, the first field giving the process plan graph in strings, the

second field giving the operation details of each node of the process plan graph, and the

third field used for declaring the tags that are associated with this process plan record.
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Segment 2: In this segment, the modules intended to be used in the program are

declared with the ‘configuration’ statement. The communications relations between

these modules are specified in the ‘comm_relations’ statement. This specification of the

communication relations may be used to enforce a control architecture.

The Director Module

Segment 3: This segment is the ‘Process_Message’ macro of the Director module. This

macro receives the message that has been retrieved from the module’s message queue

as the argument ‘argmsg’ and then performs the various actions based on the content of

the message. First, the type of the message is tested.

If the message is a bid return message (type B), it is first checked if the next operation

for the part has already been assigned. If not and if the current message is an

acceptance of the bid, then this is noted along with the earliest start time of the operation

in the local record for the part. If the message  is not an acceptance of the bid, then this

is also noted.

If the message is of type P or process, then the local record for the part is updated

based on the status conveyed and the subsequent actions are initiated. For example, if

the process status is ‘finished’, then depending on the requirement for further operations,

the bidding process is started or a transfer message is sent to the Robot module to

move the part out of the cell.

If a type T or transfer message is received from the Robot module, then based on the

transport requirements of the part, the ‘start_transfer’ indication is given.

For alarm messages (type A) the chosen actions are started. Similarly, for operator

messages (type O), the required actions are performed.

Segment 4: This segment is the ‘check_assignment’ macro. This macro is called 20

seconds after the start of any bidding process to check for the bids that have been

received for the part, which is passed as an argument. The next operation is chosen

based on the earliest starting time of all the received bids.. If no bids have been

received, then, the macro calls itself in another 20 seconds.

Segment 5: This segments is the main body of the Director module. After the ‘startup’

messages, the barcode reader ‘bcreader’ which detects new parts coming into the cell is

mapped to a local list ‘new_part’. Each time, the barcode reader senses a new part, the

part’s ID is pushed into this list. Then a polling loop is started in which a) local records
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are created for new parts and  their operations started, and b) messages retrieved from

the message queue and processed by calling the ‘Process_Message’ macro.

The MT1 module

Segment 6: In this segment, an array for storing the tool information is declared and

initialized with information from an external file. Then, the state vector for this machine

tool is declared along with the default values for the various states.

Segment 7: This segment is the macro ‘Process_Message’ which analyses the message

passed as the argument ‘argmsg’ and performs the appropriate actions. First, the type of

the message is tested.

If the message is a bid message (type B), a local record for the part is created and

initialized. Then, if the resources are available to perform the operation, a positive bid is

returned along with the earliest possible starting time. Otherwise, the part record is

pushed into a stack for future analysis.

If the message is a process message (type P), it is checked if the operation is assigned

and if so, the setup and transfer operations are started after the machine becomes idle.

If the operation is not assigned, the local record of the part is deleted.

For a transfer message (type T), received from the Robot module, the transfer

procedures are started. In addition, if the part is picked up from the machine, the transfer

and setup operations for the next part to be processed are started. If the part is dropped

off at the machine, then the processing operations are started on the part.

If an error message (type E) is received from any of the modules, the current cycle is

paused and the operator notified. Alarm messages (type A) result in the reset and

shutdown of the machine. Finally, operator messages (type O) result in the actions that

are requested by the operator.

Segment 8: The segment is the macro ‘processResponse’ which processes the

responses from the equipment passes as the argument ‘argresp’. If the equipment

response is a cycle done indication, the state vector is updated and the a process done

message is sent to the Director. For a tool failure indication from the equipment, the

state vector is updated, an error message is sent to the Director, and recovery

procedures are initiated.

Segment 9: This segment is the macro ‘processStackMessage’ which processes a

message from the message stack passed as the argument ‘stackmsg’. This macro was

developed to review bid requests for which it was not possible to send an accept
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message before. If the resources are available to perform the operation now and the part

has not already been assigned, then, a positive bid message is sent.

Segment 10: This segment is the macro ‘Reset’ which resets the machine by

downloading and executing a reset program.

Segment 11: This segment is the macro ‘Setup’ to which an operation ID is passed as

an argument. The tool life is checked and if not sufficient, an indication is sent to the

operator and the program halts until the operator performs a resume operation.

Otherwise, the machine is configured for the next operation and the state vector is

updated.

Segment 12: This segment is the macro ‘Process_Part’ which initiates the part

processing operations after receiving the part record as an argument. The state vector is

also updated.

Segment 13:  This segment is the macro ‘Transfer_Part’ which downloads and executes

a transfer program for the part record passed as  an argument. This transfer program

performs the transfer in coordination with the robot.

Segment 14: This segment is the main body of the MT1 module. After the declaration of

local variables, a polling loop is started. The two message queues one for messages

from the machine tool and the other for messages from the other modules are

repeatedly scanned and the messages that are retrieved are passed to the

corresponding macros.

The Robot Module

Segment 15: In this segment, the state vector for the robot is declared along with the

default values for the various states.

Segment 16: This segment is the macro ‘Process_Message’ which analyses the

message passed as the argument ‘argmsg’ and performs the appropriate actions. First,

the type of the message is tested.

For transfer messages (type T), that request new transfers, it is checked if both the

pickup and dropoff locations have requested the transfer. If so, then if the robot is

available and there are no deadlocks, a transfer indication is sent to the pickup location.

If there is a deadlock, the macro ‘Resolve_Deadlock’ is called with the appropriate

arguments. If the robot is not available, then this request is placed in a queue. If both

locations have not requested the move (i.e. this request is the first one for the part), then

the part ID is placed in a queue to wait for the other request to arrive. If the transfer
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message indicates the readiness of the pickup or dropoff locations, then the macro

‘Perform_Transfer’ is called with the appropriate arguments. The arguments indicate the

pickup and dropoff locations for the current transfer.

For error messages (type E) and alarm messages (type A), the corresponding actions

are taken to pause the robot or to shut it down.

Segment 17: This segment is the macro ‘Perform_Transfer’ which sets up the robot for

the required move and then executes the move. To indicate a pickup, the ‘pickloc’

argument points to a machine module or to the ‘In’ port, while the ‘droploc’ argument is

void. To indicate a dropoff, the ‘pickloc’ argument is void while the ‘droploc’ points to a

module or to the ‘Out’ port. The macro then selects the appropriate transfer file,

downloads and executes it on the robot controller to perform the move.

Segment 18: This segment is the macro ‘Resolve_Deadlock’ that takes as argument a

list of deadlocked parts returned by the check_deadlock function. In this application, one

of the parts from the list is arbitrarily moved to the buffer location and the moves of the

other parts are completed. Finally, the buffered part is moved.

Segment 19: This segment is the macro ‘Process_Response’ that receives as argument

an indication from the robot controller. The macro updates the state vector and sends

messages to other modules based on the indication.

Segment 20: This segment is the main body of the Robot module. After the declaration

of local variables, a polling loop is started. The two message queues one for messages

from the machine tool and the other for messages from the other modules are

repeatedly scanned and the messages that are retrieved are passed to the

corresponding macros. The list ‘PendingTransfer’ is also scanned and the parts in this

queue are transferred by calling the macro ‘Perform_Transfer’.

The MT2 module

Segment 21: This segment is the MT2 module. The general structure and the macros in

this module are similar to the MT1 module. Since the machine tool MT2 is assumed to

have a more modern controller, the way the machine operations such as setup,

processing, and transfer are different from MT1, and correspond to the assumed

capabilities of MT2.
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7.  CONCLUSIONS

In the previous chapters, an architecture and a detailed specification of a generic

programming language for cell control was developed. This chapter is concerned with

the analysis of this language with respect to the goals that were identified at the outset.

A discussion of  the implementation of the proposed language, and a  comparison of the

proposed solution for cell control with other solutions is also presented. Finally, the

directions and possibilities for future work are given. Section 7.1 is an evaluation of the

cell control language while section 7.2 briefly discusses the possible ways in which the

language as specified can be implemented. Section 7.3 is a comparison with the

Manufacturing Messaging Specification. Section 7.4 concludes this chapter by

identifying the future avenues of work and the ways in which the specified language can

be extended and implemented.

7.1     Justification of the specifications of the cell control language

The primary goal of this project was to specify a high level programming language for

cell control that could be used by manufacturing engineers similar to a robot

programming language. The language should also be effective by having a programming

model and features that are directed for the complex tasks of cell control. Accordingly,

the language specifications can be evaluated on these two aspects: usability by non

software experts or convenience of control development, and capabilities for the task of

cell control.

7.1.1   Justification of usability and control development features
The usability of the language is the direct result of the modular programming model,

and the separation of the communication problem from the logic specification. In the

proposed division of control logic into modules, each module controls a well defined

physical resource, and since the modules are highly independent, the developer can

have a clear focus on a specific aspect of the control without having to consider other

interactions and details. The advantages of this kind of modularity with respect to the

various desirable aspects of control software development have been described in detail

in the architecture specification in Chapter 4. These aspects include software

modifiability and extensibility, its maintainability, rapid development, and openness.
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The independence of the modules enables modifiability and extensibility because the

changes in a particular module, or the addition/removal of a module have little effect on

the rest of the control structure. Maintainability is also enabled because the structure of

the control logic makes it easy to understand the code and changes can be made locally

without affecting other modules of the control program. Software development is fast due

to the large set of language functions designed to support both the structure of the

program and the actual control actions themselves. Finally the language has been

designed to be open to accommodate external programs or systems as part of the

modular structure.

The separation of communication details from the control logic also greatly facilitates the

ease of control development. In the envisaged language structure, the communication

with the equipment and the interaction with sensors and actuators is customized

separately, in the language implementation environment. Consequently, the programmer

can focus only on the logic while developing the control code. Since the communication,

and equipment interaction functions are the most significant changes from cell to cell,

this separation also enables portability by clearly delineating these tasks as part of the

communication interface.

The language is set up to handle flexibility based on the part programs of the parts to be

produced. Therefore, when new parts are introduced in the cell, it is only necessary to

specify their part programs in the specified format,  without making any changes to the

control logic. Reporting and documentation are facilitated due to the concise code, the

descriptive names of the language features, and the modular structure. It is also easy to

integrate with the rest of the system and other software due to the capability of treating

them as extensions of the modular structure.

7.1.2   Justification of control features
The following tasks were identified in Chapter 4 as the requirements of a controller for

performing the supervisory control of the cell:

� Sequence and route parts through the cell

� Configure equipment with the right tools and programs at the right time

� Coordinate and synchronize the actions of interacting equipment
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� Manage part programs, tools, and production data

� Control equipment cycles and modes of operation

� Provide safe startup and shutdown of cell equipment

� Recover from errors and resolve deadlocks

� Monitor and report system State

� Record cell data and timing data associated with part processing

From the specification of the language features in the previous chapter, and from the

example application developed, it can be seen that the language has features and

functions that enable the achievement of the requirements given above. It is easy to

extend the language by developing custom functions utilizing the basic functions of the

language and the interaction model between the modules. These custom functions can

be implemented as macros and used repeatedly. Other capabilities arise from the

natural structure and interactions of the program modules.

Flexibility is achieved by supporting an architecture viz. the modified hierarchical form

that enables the complex interactions necessary for flexibility without having to program

them explicitly for each module-module pair. Other considerations like reconfigurability

/adaptability, reliability/fault tolerance are also strongly enabled by the language as a

result of both the language structure as well as the built-in features provided. The

deadlock detection feature for the material handler modules is an example.

7.2     Implementation of the Language
The chief characteristics and technological demands of the proposed language should

be identified to investigate the possible approaches for its implementation. These are

listed below.

1. Concurrently executing modules: The modules of the control applications developed

in the language execute simultaneously and in parallel to each other. Therefore, the

control applications can be characterized as concurrently executing multi-process

systems.

2. Asynchronous message passing: The communication between the modules is

asynchronous which implies that when a module sends a message to another, no

formal acknowledgment is returned, neither do the modules involve in any
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rendezvous mechanism. The sending module assumes very little about the receiving

module and may not even have a knowledge of its existence.

3. Invocation of external programs: The usual method of communication with the cell

devices is via external software specific for each device. These external modules

need to be invoked, or interfaced with for sending commands to the equipment

controllers and receiving responses from them. In addition, the cell control

application has to interface with external programs like factory controllers.

4. Multiple threads inside a process: The control application besides being a concurrent

multi-process system, may also involve multiple threads inside each module. For

example, in a module, while one thread is parsing messages from the message

queue, a second thread my be monitoring a sensor to reach a certain value.

5. Real-time considerations: The cell controller has to react in very short time frames to

responses from the equipment. This necessitates an efficiently executing system that

can take advantage of multi-processor or distributed environments.

6. Communication protocols: The cell controller has to support multiple communication

protocols due to the variety of connection schemes used in wiring up equipment to

form a cell.

7. Complex data structures: Since data structures are extensively employed in the

controller scheme, any implementation should have support for these data

structures.

The implementation of the proposed language can be performed, either by developing a

compiler (or interpreter) specific to the language, or by translating the language

commands into an implementation system developed in another high level programming

language. The first approach is impractical for several reasons, the foremost being the

difficulty of developing a highly specific compiler. Besides, this approach is analogous to

reinventing a wheel, as there are numerous compilers developed for programming

concurrent and distributed systems. Therefore, the second approach of using an

established programming technology to implement the language is probably the ideal

approach.

In this approach to implementation, and with consideration of the language

characteristics listed above, two possible solutions can be identified. The first solution

involves the translation of the control language programs into concurrent programming
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languages like ConcurrentC and Ada, while the second solution involves the use of

popular distributed computing architectures. The possibilities, and the pros and cons of

both these are described below.

Concurrent Programming Languages:  Concurrent programming languages have

features to enable a set of processes execute in parallel and interact with each other.

Therefore, each of the modules in the cell control application can conceptually be

translated into a process in such a language, and the concurrent execution of these

processes enables the concurrency of the control modules. The two most widely used

concurrent programming languages, Concurrent C and Ada, also support asynchronous

communication between the concurrent processes. This is naturally suited for the

asynchronous communication between the control program modules. Therefore

concurrent programming languages are a valid approach for the implementation of the

cell control language.

There are several advantages to using concurrent programming languages. The popular

concurrent languages have features for the development and use of complex data

structures. This implies that the part program data structure devised for the control

language can be easily implemented. The concurrent languages are also very efficient

and are capable of taking advantage of multi-processor environments. This implies that

the speed of execution of the control programs would satisfy the demanding

requirements of real-time control. In addition, compilers for these programming

languages are available for all major operating systems. Therefore, the control programs

would be naturally portable as they are translated into these portable languages.

Concurrent languages have no native features for interfacing with or invoking other

programs, or for exchanging data over communication links. Therefore, these

capabilities have to be developed to be available for the purpose of cell control. In

addition, the syntax of these languages is very involved which makes the development

of a translator correspondingly complex.

Distributed computing architectures:   Distributed Computing Architectures (DCAs)

are intended for the interworking of software applications developed in multiple

programming systems, and running on multiple processors, platforms, and computers.
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Implementations of these DCAs provide an execution system for applications to

exchange data with, synchronize with, and invoke other applications.  Conceptually, the

modules of the control programs can be translated into independent applications running

in parallel and interacting with each other using such distributed computing frameworks.

Although, these frameworks do not explicitly support the asynchronous communication

between the modules, it is easy to simulate such communication with the available

features.

Using this approach, the modules can be translated as applications of simple

programming languages like BASIC. The capabilities of the DCA can then be used to

transfer messages between these programs. This enables the easier development of the

translator. Popular DCAs like the Common Object Request Broker Architecture-CORBA

provide extensive features for invoking or interfacing with other programs running on the

same platform or over communication networks. This enables the cell control application

to interface with the equipment specific communication programs, or directly transfer

data to the equipment.  It is also easy to define and transfer complex data structures

which enables the implementation of the process plan data structure. The control

programs would also be portable.

However, DCAs tend to add a large overload of messages and function calls. This

makes the execution times of the control program suspect for the purposes of real-time

control.

7.3     Comparison with MMS
The Manufacturing Message Specification or MMS is a standard for shopfloor

communications that has been accepted by the ISO. It is intended to fit in the application

layer of the ISO/OSI communication protocol. As the only standardized communication

and control architecture for manufacturing control, the MMS can be used as a reference

with which the work of this project can be compared against. This is detailed below.

1. The intention behind the MMS was to create a specification that will be implemented

by the vendors of all the equipments used in manufacturing, that can perform control

at all scales from the machine level to the factory level, and that can work over any

communication architecture. Therefore, it can be seen that the scope of the MMS is
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broad. On the other hand, the control language developed here has a much narrower

scope in that it is intended to simplify the task of programming the control of flexible

manufacturing cells while being able to attain the maximum flexibility possible. The

communication problem is not dealt with extensively. The language is intended to

work with existing equipment and communication capabilities, and does  not intend

to specify any protocol or conditions for the equipment. Rather, it seeks to use either

a simple data transfer scheme or existing drivers specific to the equipment. These

drivers can be called by program invocation.

2. Both the current work and the MMS model the equipment/resource as a virtual

machine. However in the MMS, the virtual machine called the Virtual Manufacturing

Device (VMD) is provided by the vendor of the machine itself and is tightly integrated

to the equipment. The interactions between this virtual machine and the actual

equipment are completely hidden from the developer of the cell control. This virtual

machine provides a set of attributes, services, and states which are defined a priori

and can be used the control developer/integrator. In the current work, since no

conformance by the vendor is assumed, the virtual machine is loosely tied to the

equipment and is actually implemented by the control developer as part of the cell

control. Therefore, the virtual machine is just a programming convenience here,

whereas it is a fundamental aspect of MMS.

3. In MMS, since the virtual machine is very well defined, and assumed to be

implemented, it can be used as a black box by the control/supervisory application.

This enables the use of a rigid client-server mechanism of interaction and a true

hierarchical control structure. In the current work, the independence of the modules

and the flexible form of interaction is used. This is not only a programming

convenience, but also enables the achievement of flexibility because of the richer set

of interactions between the modules which do not need to be explicitly programmed

for each module-module pair. Therefore, the current work uses a strict event driven

message exchange between the modules whereas in MMS, both event driven as

well as state driven communication is possible.

7.4     Directions for future work
The possibilities for further work are in a detailed investigation of the feasibility of

implementing the language and extending it with additional constructs. The features of
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the language implementation system can be developed further. Finally, the language

can be implemented.
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Appendix A: Example Application

/* Specification of the part records for the two parts to be produced
GLOBAL PART_RECORD “Part_1”
[
     PLAN:            S or (T1, T2) and D and F and M and E
     OP_DETAIL: T1 � {MT1, CT1x1, c:/ProgFiles/T1, void}

T2 � {MT2, CT2y2, c:/ProgFiles/T2, void}
D  � {MT2, CT2y2, c:/ProgFiles/D, void}
F  � {MT2, CT2y2, c:/ProgFiles/F, void}
M � {CMM, Prb1, c:/ProgFiles/M1, void}

TAG_LIST:  OperationStart: time;
OperationTime: time;
Quality: boolean;
Location: object;
OperationStatus: string;
…………………

]

GLOBAL PART_RECORD “Part_2”
[
    PLAN:              S or (T1 and D, T2) and B and M and E
    OP_DETAIL: T1 � {MT1, CT1x1, c:/ProgFiles/T1, void}

T2 � {MT2, CT2y2, c:/ProgFiles/T2, void}
D  � {MT2, CT2y2, c:/ProgFiles/D, void}
F  � {MT2, CT2y2, c:/ProgFiles/F, void}
M � {CMM, Prb1, c:/ProgFiles/M1, void}

TAG_LIST:  OperationStart: time;
OperationTime: time;
Quality: boolean;
Location: object;
OperationStatus: string;
……………………

]

/* Declaration of the modules and their communication relations*/
CONFIGURATION MODULES [DIRECTOR, MT1,MT2, ROBOT,OPMOD];
COMM_RELATIONS
[

DIRECTOR -> ALL: TRUE;
MT1 -> ALL: TRUE;
MT2 -> ALL: TRUE;
ROBOT -> ALL: TRUE;
OPMOD -> ALL: TRUE;

]

/* The Director Module */
MODULE DIRECTOR
STARTMODULE

/* This macro parses each message (sent to the Director from the other modules) and takes actions
   or calls other macros. The message to be acted on is passed as an argument to this macro */

MACRO PROCESSMESSAGE  (message ARGMSG)
BEGIN

LOCAL_PID, NODE_ID: STRING;   /* Local Variables */

   SWITCH ARGMSG.TYPE      /* Switch based on type of the message */
   BEGIN

/* Actions for bid messages */
CASE B:  LOCAL_PID := ARGMSG.PART_ID;

IF LOCAL_PID.CURRENTNODE = ARGMSG.MAINFIELD.PREVNODE   /* Check Assignment */

1

2

3
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THEN
       NODE_ID := ARGMSG.MAINFIELD.CURRENTNODE;  /* Node under consideration */

         IF ARGMSG.ACCEPTPROCESS
         THEN   /* Update node tags with acceptance and earliest start time */

LOCAL_PID.NODE_ID.ACCEPTBID := TRUE;
LOCAL_PID.NODE_ID.EARLIEST := ARGMSG.CURRENTNODE. EARLIEST;

ELSEIF ARGMSG.REJECTPROCESS
         THEN   /* Update node tag */

LOCAL_PID.NODE_ID.ACCEPTBID := FALSE;
ENDIF;

ENDIF;
/* Actions for process messages */
CASE P:  LOCAL_PID := ARGMSG.PART_ID;

IF ARGMSG.MAINFIELD = “TRANSFER_DONE”
THEN    /* Update the status of the part in the node tags */

LOCAL_PID.CURRENTNODE.LOCATION := LOCAL_PID.CURRENTNODE;
LOCAL_PID.CURRENTNODE.STATUS := “TRANSFERRED”;

ELSEIF ARGMSG.MAINFIELD = “STARTED_PROCESSING”
THEN    /* Update the status of the part in the node tags */

LOCAL_PID. CURRENTNODE.STATUS := “PROCESSING”;
ELSEIF ARGMSG.MAINFIELD = “FINISHED”
THEN    /* Update status and start bidding for next operation or for transfer */

LOCAL_PID. CURRENTNODE.STATUS := “FINISHED”;
IF LOCAL_PID.CURRENTNODE.NUMNEXTNODES>1  /* Request bids */
THEN

REQUESTBID(LOCAL_PID);
CHECK_ASSIGNMENT.CALL(20, LOCAL_PID);  /* Call this macro in 20 seconds */

ELSEIF LOCAL_PID.NEXTNODE=”E”
THEN                 /* Transfer out if processing is done */

REQUESTTRANSFER(OUT);
ELSE    /* Assign without bidding if only one successor */

ASSIGNPROCESS(LOCAL_PID.NEXTNODE.LOCATION, LOCAL_PID);
END;

ENDIF;
/* Actions for transfer messages */
CASE T:  LOCAL_PID := ARGMSG.PART_ID;

IF LOCAL_PID. CURRENTNODE.LOCATION=”INPORT”
THEN        /* Check for right location and approve transfer */

START_TRANSFER(ROBOT,LOCAL_PID);
ELSEIF LOCAL_PID. NEXTNODE(1).LOCATION=”OUTLOC”
THEN

START_TRANSFER(ROBOT,LOCAL_PID);
ENDIF;

/* Actions for alarm messages */
CASE A:  IF ARGMSG.MAINFIELD = “HIGH_ALARM”

THEN
SHUTDOWN(ALL,TRUE,0);

ELSEIF ARGMSG.MAINFIELD = “LOW_ALARM”
THEN

SHUTDOWN(ARGMSG.SENDER,FALSE,0);
ENDIF;

/* Actions for operator messages */
CASE O:  IF ARGMSG.MAINFIELD = “SHUTDOWN”

THEN
           SHUTDOWN(‘ALL’);
ENDIF;

     ENDSWITCH;
ENDMACRO;

 /* This macro determine the earliest start time of all the accepted bids and assigns the process to it. If no bids
     are received, it calls itself after a time interval */
MACRO CHECK_ASSIGNMENT(string  PID)
BEGIN

LOCAL_PID,  NODE_ID, TARGET: STRING;
INDEX: INTEGER;
TEMP: REAL;

LOCAL_PID := PID;
IF LOCAL_PID.CURRENTNODE = ARG.MAIN.CURRENTNODE
THEN

3
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FROM INDEX:=1;
UNTIL INDEX=LOCAL_PID.NUMNEXTNODES
LOOP

NODE_ID := LOCAL_PID.CURRENTNODE.NEXTNODE(INDEX);
IF LOCAL_PID.NODE_ID.ACCEPTBID=TRUE
THEN

IF LOCAL_PID.NODE_ID.EARLIEST<=TEMP
THEN

TARGET := NODE_ID;
ENDIF;

ENDIF;
ENDLOOP;
IF TARGET /= NULL
THEN

LOCAL_PID.NEXTNODE := TARGET;
ASSIGNPROCESS(LOCAL_PID, LOCAL_PID.TARGET.LOCATION);

ELSE
REQUESTBID (LOCAL_PID);
CHECK_ASSIGNMENT.CALL(20, LOCAL_PID);

ENDIF;
ENDIF;

ENDMACRO;

/* Main body of the Director module */
MODULE_BODY
BEGIN

SEND_MESSAGE (S, MT1, NULL, STARTUP);    /* Send startup messages */
STARTUP(MT2, NULL);
STARTUP(ROBOT, NULL);

NEW_PART: LIST;           /* Declare list to store bar code reader input */
MAP_TO_DEVICE  NEW_PART-> bc_reader;   /* Map the list to the reader */

START POLLING   /* Polling loop */
FROM
UNTIL NEW_PART.NEXT=NULL  /* Create part records for each new part and send bids for processing  */
LOOP

TEMP_ID := CREATERECORD(NEW_PART.POP);
REQUESTBID (TEMP _ID);
CHECK_ASSIGNMENT.CALL(20, TEMP _ID);

ENDLOOP;
MESG = GET_MESSAGE(A, E, B, P, T, O);   /* Retrieve message from the message queue in specified order */
PROCESSMESSAGE (MESG);   /* Call the macro to process this message */

ENDPOLLING;
END MODULE_BODY;
ENDMODULE;

  /* The module for machine tool 1 */
MODULE MT1
STARTMODULE

TOOL_LIST: ARRAY[STRING, REAL,REAL,REAL]; /* Declare an array to hold tool information */
TOOL_LIST.CREATE(EXTFILE);    /* Important tool information from an external file */

 /* Specification of the state vector */
STATE_VECTOR.CREATE [
GROUP [MANUALCONTROL: BOOLEAN; AUTOCONTROL=TRUE:BOOLEAN];
GROUP [FULLOP=TRUE:BOOLEAN;  PARTIALOP: BOOLEAN;  FAILED: BOOLEAN;  SCHEDMAINT: BOOLEAN;

ONGOINGREPAIR: BOOLEAN;  ABOUTTOFAIL: BOOLEAN];
GROUP [IDLEWITHPART:BOOLEAN; IDLEWITHOUTPART=TRUE:BOOLEAN; EXPECTINGCYCLE: BOOLEAN;

ONGOINGCYCLE: BOOLEAN;  EXPECTINGTRANSFER: BOOLEAN; ONGOINGTRANSFER: BOOLEAN;
PAUSEDCYCLE: BOOLEAN];

POWEREDUP=TRUE: BOOLEAN;  RESET=TRUE: BOOLEAN; ]

 /* Macro for parsing and acting on messages sent from other modules */
MACRO PROCESSMESSAGE (message ARGMSG)
BEGIN

LOCAL_PID: STRING;   /* Declaration of local variable */
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SWITCH ARGMSG.TYPE   /* Move to appropriate actions based on message type */
BEGIN

CASE B:    /* Actions for bid messages */
 LOCAL_PID := ARGMSG.PART_ID.CREATERECORD;
 LOCAL_PID.COPY(ARGMSG.MAIN);
   /* If resources available and free, then return positive bid. Else, push in buffer for future consideration
 IF LOCAL_PID.CURRENTNODE.TOOL.AVAILABLE AND LOCAL_PID. CURRETNODE.PROGRAM.
       AVAILABLE AND STATE_VECTOR.IDLEWITHOUTPART = TRUE
THEN

RETURNBID (LOCAL_PID,TRUE);
ELSE

BUFFER_LIST.PUSH (ARGMSG);
ENDIF;

CASE P:   /* Actions for process messages */
LOCAL_PID := LOCAL_REC(ARGMSG.PART_ID);
  /* If assigned, setup for operation and start transfer procedures. Else, delete local record
IF ARGMSG.CURRENTNODE.TARGET = SELF AND EXISTSLOCAL(LOCAL_PID)
THEN WAITFOR    STATE_VECTOR.IDLEWITHOUTPART=TRUE;

LOCAL_PID.UPDATE(LOCAL_PID.MAINREC);
IF STATE_VECTOR.IDLEWITHOUTPART = TRUE
THEN

SETUP (LOCAL_PID.CURRENTNODE);
REQUESTTRANSFER(LOCAL_PID, LOCAL_PID.CURRENTNODE.LOCATION);

ELSE
PROCESSQUEUE.PUSH(LOCAL_PID);

END;
ELSEIF EXISTSLOCAL(LOCAL_PID)
THEN

DELETERECORD(LOCAL_PID);
ENDIF;

CASE T: /* Actions for transfer messages */
LOCAL_PID := LOCAL_REC(ARGMSG.PART_ID);
IF ARGMSG.PICKUP=TRUE
THEN

IF LOCAL_PID.CURRENT=TRUE
THEN                              /* Start transfer procedures */

STARTTRANSFER(LOCAL_PID);
WAITFOR TRANSFER.DONE=TRUE;
LOCAL_PID.DELETERECORD;
   /* Start processing for next part */
IF PROCESSQUEUE.TOP /= VOID
THEN

SETUP(PROCESSQUEUE.TOP);
REQUESTTRANSFER(PROCESSQUEUE.TOP);
STATE_VECTOR.WAITINGFORPART := TRUE;

ELSEIF PROCESSQUEUE.EMPTY
THEN

STATE_VECTOR.IDLEWITHOUTPART := TRUE;
ENDIF;

ELSE
SEND_ERROR(ROBOT, ‘errorCode’);  /* Error if no part */

ENDIF;
ELSEIF ARGMSG.DROPOFF = TRUE
THEN         /* If the part is the expected part, then start processing. Else send error */

IF LOCAL_PID/=NULL AND LOCAL_PID = PROCESSQUEUE.TOP
THEN

STARTTRANSFER (LOCAL_PID);
STATE_VECTOR.EXPECTINGTRANSFER := TRUE;
WAITFOR TRANSFER.DONE=TRUE;
PROCESSQUEUE.TOP.DELETE;
PROCESS_PART(LOCAL_PID);

ELSE
SEND_ERROR(ROBOT, ‘errorCode’);

ENDIF;
ENDIF;

CASE E: /* Actions for error messages */

7
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IF ARGMSG.ERRORCODE = XX
THEN

PAUSECYCLE;
SENDOPERATOR(“ERROR #XX, PLEASE TAKE CONTROL”);

ENDIF;

CASE A: /* Actions for alarm messages */
RESET;
SHUTDOWN(0);

CASE O: /* Actions for operator messages */
IF ARGMSG.CHANGECONTROL = “MANUAL”
THEN

PAUSE_CYCLE;
STATE_VECTOR.MANUALCYCLECONTROL := TRUE;

ELSEIF AFGMSG.CHANGECONTROL = “AUTOMATIC”
THEN

STATE_VECTOR.MANUALCYCLECONTROL := FALSE;
ELSE

STATE_VECTOR.SET(ARGMSG.MAIN);
ENDIF;

ENDSWITCH;
ENDMACRO;

/* Macro for processing responses from the equipment*/
MACRO PROCESSRESPONSE (response ARGRESP)
BEGIN

IF ARGRESP = CYCLEDONE
THEN

STOP_CYCLE;
SEND_MESSAGE (P, CURRENTPART, DIRECTOR, FINISHED);
UPDATETOOLLIFE(TRUE);
STATE_VECTOR.IDLEWITHPART := TRUE;

ELSEIF ARGRESP = TOOLFAILURE
THEN

PAUSE_CYCLE;
STATE_VECTOR.FAILED := TRUE;
SEND_OPERATOR(“TOOL FAILURE, CYCLE PAUSED”);
SEND_MESSAGE (E, CURRENTPART, DIRECTOR, “ERROR_PROCESSING”);

ENDIF;
ENDMACRO;

/* Macro for processing messages placed in the buffer for future consideration
MACRO PROCESSSTACKMESSAGE (message STACKMSG)
BEGIN

LOCAL_PID: STRING;
SWITCH STACKMSG.TYPE
BEGIN

CASE B: /* If the machine can process the part now, then return the bid message */
LOCAL_PID := STACKMSG.PART_ID;
IF EXISTSLOCAL(LOCAL_PID)
THEN

IF LOCAL_PID.CURRENTNODE.TOOL.AVAILABLE AND LOCAL_PID. CURRENTNODE

.PROGRAM.AVAILABLE AND STATE_VECTOR.IDLEWITHOUTPART = TRUE

THEN
RETURNBID (LOCAL_PID);

ELSE
BUFFER_LIST.PUSH (ARGMSG);

ENDIF;
ENDIF;

ENDSWITCH;
ENDMACRO;
/* Macro for resetting the equipment. The appropriate program is downloaded and executed.
MACRO RESET
BEGIN

DOWNLOAD(“/ProgFiles/ResetProgram”);
STARTCYCLE;
WAITFOR CYCLEDONE=TRUE;

ENDMACRO;
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/* Macro for setting up the machine for the operation. Check for resources and perform setup.*/
MACRO SETUP (string OPERATION)
BEGIN

RESET;
IF CHECKTOOLLIFE(OPERATION.TOOL) = “CRITICAL”
THEN

SEND_MESSAGE (O, OPERATOR, NULL, “NOT ENOUGH LIFE”);
WAITFOR OPERATOR_RESUME;

ELSE
DOWNLOAD(“/ProgFiles/Setup/”+OPERATION, PORT1);
STARTCYCLE;
WAITFOR CYCLEDONE=TRUE;

ENDIF;
DOWNLOAD (“/ProgFiles/Process/”+OPERATION, PORT1);
STATE_VECTOR.EXPECTINGCYCLE := TRUE;

ENDMACRO;

/* Macro for processing of the part.
MACRO PROCESS_PART (string LOCAL_PID)
BEGIN

STATE_VECTOR.ONGOINGCYCLE := TRUE;
SELECTPORT(“1”);
STARTCYCLE;

ENDMACRO;

/* Macro for performing part transfer operations. */
MACRO TRANSFER_PART(string LOCAL_PID)
BEGIN

STATE_VECTOR.ONGOINGTRANSFER := TRUE;
RESET;
DOWNLOAD(“/ProgFiles/Transfer/” + LOCAL_PID, PORT1);
STARTCYCLE;
WAITFOR CYCLEDONE=TRUE;

ENDMACRO;

/* The module body */
MODULE_BODY
BEGIN

BUFFER_LIST: LIST[STRING];     /* Declaration of the buffer list */
MESG: MESSAGE;

POLLINGLOOP                    /*Start of polling
STARTPOLLING

MESG = GETMESSAGE (A,E,P,T,B,O);   /* Get message from queue */

PROCESSMESSAGE (MESG);       /* Call this macro */

FROM            /*Get all machine responses and process them */
UNTIL  (RESP = GETRESPONSE) =NULL
LOOP

PROCESSRESPONSE(RESP);
ENDLOOP;

FROM           /* Process all messages currently in the buffer */
UNTIL  (BMESG = BUFFER_LIST.TOP) =NULL
LOOP

PROCESSBUFFERMESSAGE(BMESG);
BUFFER_LIST.TOP.DELETE;

ENDLOOP;
ENDPOLLING;

END MODULE_BODY;

ENDMODULE;
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/* The Robot Module */
MODULE ROBOT [
/* Specification of the state vector
STATE_VECTOR.CREATE [

GROUP [MANUALCONTROL: BOOLEAN; AUTOCONTROL=TRUE:BOOLEAN];
GROUP [FULLOP=TRUE:BOOLEAN;  PARTIALOP: BOOLEAN;  FAILED: BOOLEAN;  SCHEDMAINT: BOOLEAN;

ONGOINGREPAIR: BOOLEAN;  ABOUTTOFAIL: BOOLEAN];
GROUP [IDLEWITHPART:BOOLEAN; IDLEWITHOUTPART=TRUE:BOOLEAN; EXPECTINGCYCLE: BOOLEAN;

ONGOINGCYCLE: BOOLEAN;  EXPECTINGTRANSFER: BOOLEAN; ONGOINGTRANSFER: BOOLEAN;
PAUSEDCYCLE: BOOLEAN];

POWEREDUP=TRUE: BOOLEAN;  RESET=TRUE: BOOLEAN; ]

TRANSF_INDICATE: STRING;   /*Local variable declaration*/

/* Macro to process the messages from other modules.
MACRO PROCESS_MESSAGE(message ARGMSG)
BEGIN

LOCAL_PID: STRING;
LOCKLIST: LIST[STRING];

SWITCH ARGMSG.TYPE
BEGIN

CASE T:      /* Process Transfer messages */
LOCAL_PID := ARGMSG.PART_ID;

IF ARGMSG.TRANSFERREQUEST=TRUE  /* Transfer Request */
THEN

IF TRANSFERQUEUE.FIND(LOCAL_PID)=TRUE   /* If second request already received */
THEN

IF STATE_VECTOR.IDLEWITHOUTPART=TRUE  /* If idle */
THEN
             /* Check for deadlocks and either move or take deadlock recovery actions */

IF CHECK_DEADLOCK(LOCAL_PID)
THEN

INDICATE_PICKUP(LOCAL_PID);
ELSE

LOCKLIST := DEADLOCKNODES(LOCAL_PID);
RESOLVE_DEADLOCK(LOCKLIST); /* Call this macro */
LOCKLIST.DELETE;

ENDIF;
ELSE
          /* If not idle, push into pending queue */

PENDINGTRANSFER.PUSH(LOCAL_PID)
ENDIF;

ELSE   /* If this is the first request push into temporary queue and wait for second */
TRANSFERQUEUE.PUSH(LOCAL_PID);

ENDIF;
ELSEIF ARGMSG.TRANSFERINDICATE=TRUE   /* If approval to transfer is sent */
THEN

IF STATE_VECTOR.IDLEWITHOUTPART=TRUE
THEN    /* If pick-up, then perform pickup */

PERFORM_TRANSFER(LOCAL_PID, ARGMSG.SENDER, VOID);
ELSEIF STATE_VECTOR.WAITINGWITHPART=TRUE
THEN    /* If drop-off, then perform drop-off */

PERFORM_TRANSFER(LOCAL_PID, VOID, ARGMSG.SENDER);
END;

ENDIF;

CASE E: /*Process error messages */
IF ARGMSG.ERRORCODE = 5
THEN

PAUSECYCLE;
SENDOPERATOR(“ERROR #5, PLEASE TAKE CONTROL”);

ENDIF;
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CASE A: /*Process alarm messages */
RESET;
SHUTDOWN(0);

ENDSWITCH;
ENDMACRO;

/* Macro for performing the actual transfer */
MACRO PERFORM_TRANSFER(string ARG_PID; string PICKLOC; string DROPLOC)
BEGIN

TRANSFER_PROG: STRING;
/* Select appropriate transfer file, download, and execute it */
IF PICKLOC /= VOID
THEN

TRANSFER_PROG := “C:\TRANSFILES\”+PICKLOC;
DOWNLOAD(TRANSFER_PROG);
START_CYCLE;
STATE_VECTOR.IDLEWITHPART := TRUE;

ELSEIF DROPLOC /= VOID
THEN

TRANSFER_PROG := “C:\TRANSFILES\”+DROPLOC;
DOWNLOAD(TRANSFER_PROG);
START_CYCLE;

END;
ENDMACRO;

/* Macro with procedures to resolve deadlocks */
MACRO RESOLVE_DEADLOCK(list LOCAL_LIST)
BEGIN

INDEX: INTEGER;
BUF_PART: STRING;
/* Arbitrarily select one of the deadlocked parts to move to the buffer */
LOCAL_PID := LOCAL_LEAST.READ(1);

FROM INDEX :=1;
UNTIL INDEX := LOCAL_LIST.DIM
LOOP

LOCAL_PID := LOCAL_LIST.READ(INDEX); /* Select one of the deadlocked parts */
IF INDEX = 1
THEN

BUF_PART := LOCAL_PID;
PERFORM_MOVE(LOCAL_PID, LOCAL_PID.LOCATION, VOID); /* Move it to the buffer */
PERFORM_MOVE(LOCAL_PID, VOID, BUFFER)

ELSE
PERFORM_MOVE(LOCAL_PID, LOCAL_PID.LOCATION, VOID);  /* Move the rest */
PERFORM_MOVE(LOCAL_PID, VOID, LOCAL_PID.NEXTNODE);

END;
INDEX := INDEX+1;

ENDLOOP;
PERFORM_MOVE(BUF_PART, BUFFER,VOID);  /* Complete move of the selected part */
PERFORM_MOVE(BUF_PART, VOID, BUF_PART.NEXTNODE);

ENDMACRO;

/* Macro to process responses from the robot controller */
MACRO PROCESS_RESPONSE(messg ARGRESP)
BEGIN

IF ARGRESP = CYCLEDONE
THEN

STATUS_VECTOR.IDLEWITHOUTPART := TRUE;
ELSEIF ARGREST = “TRANSFERROR”
THEN

SENDERROR(ALL, 5);
END;

ENDMACRO;

/* Body of the module */
MODULE_BODY
BEGIN

MESG: MESSAGE;
RESP: RESPONSE;
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POLLINGLOOP
BEGIN

MESG = GETMESSAGE (A,E,P,T,B,O);  /* Get next message and process it */
PROCESSMESSAGE (MESG);
/* Process all equipment responses */
FROM
UNTIL  (RESP = RESPONSE.NEXT) =NULL
LOOP

PROCESSRESPONSE(RESP);
ENDLOOP;
/* Complete all pending moves */
FROM
UNTIL (PID = PENDINGTRANSFER.NEXT)=NULL
LOOP

PERFORMTRANSFER(PID);
ENDLOOP;

ENDPOLLING;
END MODULE_BODY;

ENDMODULE;

  /* The module for machine tool 2. This module is similar to MT1 in terms of logic with the differences being in the
   equipment interaction functions */
MODULE MT2
STARTMODULE

TOOL_LIST: ARRAY[STRING, REAL,REAL,REAL]; /* Declare an array to hold tool information */
TOOL_LIST.CREATE(EXTFILE);    /* Important tool information from an external file */

 /* Specification of the state vector */
STATE_VECTOR.CREATE [
GROUP [MANUALCONTROL: BOOLEAN; AUTOCONTROL=TRUE:BOOLEAN];
GROUP [FULLOP=TRUE:BOOLEAN;  PARTIALOP: BOOLEAN;  FAILED: BOOLEAN;  SCHEDMAINT: BOOLEAN;

ONGOINGREPAIR: BOOLEAN;  ABOUTTOFAIL: BOOLEAN];
GROUP [IDLEWITHPART:BOOLEAN; IDLEWITHOUTPART=TRUE:BOOLEAN; EXPECTINGCYCLE: BOOLEAN;

ONGOINGCYCLE: BOOLEAN;  EXPECTINGTRANSFER: BOOLEAN; ONGOINGTRANSFER: BOOLEAN;
PAUSEDCYCLE: BOOLEAN];

POWEREDUP=TRUE: BOOLEAN;  RESET=TRUE: BOOLEAN; ]

 /* Macro for parsing and acting on messages sent from other modules */
MACRO PROCESSMESSAGE (message ARGMSG)
BEGIN

LOCAL_PID: STRING;   /* Declaration of local variable */

SWITCH ARGMSG.TYPE   /* Move to appropriate actions based on message type */
BEGIN

CASE B:    /* Actions for bid messages */
 LOCAL_PID := ARGMSG.PART_ID.CREATERECORD;
 LOCAL_PID.COPY(ARGMSG.MAIN);
   /* If resources available and free, then return positive bid. Else, push in buffer for future consideration
 IF LOCAL_PID.CURRENTNODE.TOOL.AVAILABLE AND LOCAL_PID. CURRETNODE.PROGRAM.
       AVAILABLE AND STATE_VECTOR.IDLEWITHOUTPART = TRUE
THEN

RETURNBID (LOCAL_PID,TRUE);
ELSE

BUFFER_LIST.PUSH (ARGMSG);
ENDIF;

CASE P:   /* Actions for process messages */
LOCAL_PID := LOCAL_REC(ARGMSG.PART_ID);
  /* If assigned, setup for operation and start transfer procedures. Else, delete local record
IF ARGMSG.CURRENTNODE.TARGET = SELF AND EXISTSLOCAL(LOCAL_PID)
THEN

LOCAL_PID.UPDATE(LOCAL_PID.MAINREC);
WAITFOR    STATE_VECTOR.IDLEWITHOUTPART=TRUE;
SETUP (LOCAL_PID.CURRENTNODE);
REQUESTTRANSFER(LOCAL_PID, LOCAL_PID.CURRENTNODE.LOCATION);
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ELSEIF EXISTSLOCAL(LOCAL_PID)
THEN

DELETERECORD(LOCAL_PID);
ENDIF;

CASE T: /* Actions for transfer messages */
LOCAL_PID := LOCAL_REC(ARGMSG.PART_ID);
IF ARGMSG.PICKUP=TRUE
THEN

IF LOCAL_PID.CURRENT=TRUE
THEN                              /* Start transfer procedures */

STARTTRANSFER(LOCAL_PID);
WAITFOR TRANSFER.DONE=TRUE;
LOCAL_PID.DELETERECORD;
   /* Start processing for next part */
IF PROCESSQUEUE.TOP /= VOID
THEN

SETUP(PROCESSQUEUE.TOP);
REQUESTTRANSFER(PROCESSQUEUE.TOP);
STATE_VECTOR.WAITINGFORPART := TRUE;

ELSEIF PROCESSQUEUE.EMPTY
THEN

STATE_VECTOR.IDLEWITHOUTPART := TRUE;
ENDIF;

ELSE
SEND_ERROR(ROBOT, ‘errorCode’);  /* Error if no part */

ENDIF;
ELSEIF ARGMSG.DROPOFF = TRUE
THEN         /* If the part is the expected part, then start processing. Else send error */

IF LOCAL_PID/=NULL AND LOCAL_PID = PROCESSQUEUE.TOP
THEN

STARTTRANSFER (LOCAL_PID);
STATE_VECTOR.EXPECTINGTRANSFER := TRUE;
WAITFOR TRANSFER.DONE=TRUE;
PROCESSQUEUE.TOP.DELETE;
PROCESS_PART(LOCAL_PID);

ELSE
SEND_ERROR(ROBOT, ‘errorCode’);

ENDIF;
ENDIF;

CASE E: /* Actions for error messages */
IF ARGMSG.ERRORCODE = XX
THEN

PAUSECYCLE;
SENDOPERATOR(“ERROR #XX, PLEASE TAKE CONTROL”);

ENDIF;

CASE A: /* Actions for alarm messages */
RESET;
SHUTDOWN(0);

CASE O: /* Actions for operator messages */
IF ARGMSG.CHANGECONTROL = “MANUAL”
THEN

PAUSE_CYCLE;
STATE_VECTOR.MANUALCYCLECONTROL := TRUE;

ELSEIF AFGMSG.CHANGECONTROL = “AUTOMATIC”
THEN

STATE_VECTOR.MANUALCYCLECONTROL := FALSE;
ELSE

STATE_VECTOR.SET(ARGMSG.MAIN);
ENDIF;

ENDSWITCH;
ENDMACRO;

/* Macro for processing responses from the equipment
MACRO PROCESSRESPONSE (response ARGRESP)
BEGIN
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IF ARGRESP = CYCLEDONE
THEN

STOP_CYCLE;
SEND_MESSAGE (P, CURRENTPART, DIRECTOR, FINISHED);
STATE_VECTOR.IDLEWITHPART := TRUE;

ELSEIF ARGRESP = TOOLFAILURE
THEN

PAUSE_CYCLE;
SEND_MESSAGE (E, CURRENTPART, DIRECTOR, “ERROR_PROCESSING”);

ENDIF;
ENDMACRO;

/* Macro for processing messages placed in the buffer for future consideration
MACRO PROCESSBUFFERMESSAGE (message BUFMSG)
BEGIN

LOCAL_PID: STRING;
SWITCH BUFMSG.TYPE
BEGIN

CASE B: /* If the machine can process the part now, then return the bid message */
LOCAL_PID := BUFMSG.PART_ID;
IF EXISTSLOCAL(LOCAL_PID)
THEN

IF LOCAL_PID.CURRENTNODE.TOOL.AVAILABLE AND LOCAL_PID. CURRENTNODE

.PROGRAM.AVAILABLE AND STATE_VECTOR.IDLEWITHOUTPART = TRUE

THEN
RETURNBID (LOCAL_PID);

ELSE
BUFFER_LIST.PUSH (ARGMSG);

ENDIF;
ENDIF;

ENDSWITCH;
ENDMACRO;

/* Macro for resetting the equipment. The appropriate program is downloaded and executed.
MACRO RESET
BEGIN

CHANGETOOL (NULL);
CLEARPORT;
MOVE_HOME;

ENDMACRO;

/* Macro for setting up the machine for the operation. Check for resources and perform setup.*/
MACRO SETUP (string OPERATION)
BEGIN

RESET;
IF CHECKTOOLLIFE(OPERATION.TOOL) = “CRITICAL”
THEN

SEND_MESSAGE (O, OPERATOR, NULL, “NOT ENOUGH LIFE”);
ELSE

CHANGE_TOOL (OP.TOOL);
ENDIF;
DOWNLOAD (“/ProgFiles/Process/”+OPERATION, PORT1);
STATE_VECTOR.EXPECTINGCYCLE := TRUE;

ENDMACRO;

/* Macro for processing of the part.
MACRO PROCESS_PART (string LOCAL_PID)
BEGIN

STATE_VECTOR.ONGOINGCYCLE := TRUE;
SELECTPORT(“1”);
STARTCYCLE;

ENDMACRO;
/* Macro for performing part transfer operations. */
MACRO TRANSFER_PART(string LOCAL_PID)
BEGIN

STATE_VECTOR.ONGOINGTRANSFER := TRUE;
RESET; TRANSFERPART;
ENDMACRO;
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/* The module body */
MODULE_BODY
BEGIN

BUFFER_LIST: LIST[STRING];     /* Declaration of the buffer list */
MESG: MESSAGE;

POLLINGLOOP                    /*Start of polling
STARTPOLLING

MESG = GETMESSAGE (A,E,P,T,B,O);   /* Get message from queue */

PROCESSMESSAGE (MESG);       /* Call this macro */

FROM            /*Get all machine responses and process them */
UNTIL  (RESP = GETRESPONSE) =NULL
LOOP

PROCESSRESPONSE(RESP);
ENDLOOP;

FROM           /* Process all messages currently in the buffer */
UNTIL  (BMESG = BUFFER_LIST.TOP) =NULL
LOOP

PROCESSBUFFERMESSAGE(BMESG);
BUFFER_LIST.TOP.DELETE;

ENDLOOP;
ENDPOLLING;

END MODULE_BODY;

ENDMODULE;
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